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ABSTRACT:
This paper deals with studying the effects of viscous and
Ohmic dissipation on electrically conducting micropolar
nanofluids flow over a stretching sheet in the presence of
thermal radiation, non-uniform heat source/sink and
transverse magnetic field. Governing nonlinear boundary
layer equations and boundary conditions are transformed
into a system of nonlinear ordinary coupled differential
equations and are solved numerically by Runge–KuttaFehlberg method with shooting technique. Influences of the
microrotation parameter on flow profiles with different
emerging physical parameters are presented graphically for
four types of metallic or nonmetallic nanoparticles, namely
silver (Ag), copper (Cu), alumina (Al2O3) and titanium dioxide
(TiO2) in water based micropolar fluid in order to show some
interesting phenomena. Effects of different parameters on
skin friction coefficient, couple stress and local Nusselt
number are also discussed.
This article is to be cited as:
Pal D, Mandal G and Chan A. Effects of viscous-ohmic
dissipation on MHD boundary layer flow of micropolar
nanofluid past a stretching sheet with thermal radiation and
non-uniform heat sourc/sink, Bangalore; Vijnana Bharathi, 1
(1): 1-18, 2016.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
A*,B*
heat generation/absorption parameter
B0
strength of magnetic field
c,b
constants
Cp
skin friction coefficient
Cp
specific heat at constant pressure
Cn
couple stress
Ec

Eckert number

H

microrotation profile

M

magnetic field parameter

n

concentration of micro element

N

microrotation vector normal to x-y plane

K

micropolar/material parameter

*

K

Rosseland mean spectral absorption coefficient

Nr

thermal radiation parameter

Nux

local Nusselt number

Pr

Prandtl number

qr

thermal radiative heat flux

qw

heat flux at wall

Rix

local Reynols number

S

suction parameter

T

temperature of the fluid

T∞

free stream temperature

Tw

temperature at the wall

u

velocity component in x-direction

uw

stretching/shrinking sheet velocity

v

velocity component in y-direction
direction along and perpendicular to the plate,
respectively

x, y

Greek symbols
μnf

effective dynamic viscosity of the nanofluid

μf

dynamic viscosity of the fluid

νf

kinematic viscosity of the fluid

ρnf

effective density of the nanofluid
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σ*

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (unit: W m-2 K-4 )

κf

thermal conductivity of the fluid (unit: W/m-K)

κ1

vortex viscosity

θ

dimensionless temperature of the fluid

ψ

stream function

κnf

effective thermal conductivity of the nanofluid

αnf

effective thermal diffusivity of the nanofluid

σnf

electrical conductivity of the nanofluid

σs

electrical conductivity of the solid nanoparticles

σf

electrical conductivity of the base fluid

γnf

spin gradient viscosity of the fluid

αf

fluid thermal diffusivity

φ ,φ,→
φ4
τw

solid volume fraction of the nanoparticles
wall stress function

Subscripts

1

nf

Nanofluid

f

Liquid

s

Solid

Introduction

Nanofluids are potential heat transfer fluids with enhanced thermophysical properties and heat transfer performance which can be applied
in many devices for better performances (i.e., energy, heat transfer and
other performances). The nanoparticles are typically made of oxides
such as alumina, silica, titania, copper and carbides. The nanofluid
(initially introduced by Choi1) is an advanced type of fluid containing
nano-meter sized particles (diameter less than 100 nm) or fibers
suspended in the ordinary fluid. Nanofluids are used in different
engineering applications such as microelectronics, microfluidics,
transportation, biomedical, solid-state lighting and manufacturing.
Specific applications of nanofluids in engine cooling, solar water
heating, cooling of electronics, cooling of transformer oil, improving
diesel generator efficiency, cooling of heat exchanging devices,
improving heat transfer efficiency of chillers, domestic refrigeratorfreezers, cooling in machining, in nuclear reactor and defense and
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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space have been reviewed and presented. Congedo et al.2 compared
different models of nanofluid (regarded as a single phase) to
investigate the density, specific heat, viscosity and thermal
conductivity and discussed the water–Al2O3 nanofluid in details by
using CFD. Hamad et al.3 introduced a one parameter group to
represent similarity reductions for the problem of magnetic field
effects on free-convective nanofluid flow past a semi-infinite vertical
flat plate following a nanofluid model proposed by Buongiorno4.
Magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow with thermal radiation
is of considerable interest due to its wide usage in industrial
technology and geothermal application, high temperature plasmas
applicable to nuclear fusion energy conversion, MHD power
generation systems and liquid metal fluids. Viscous dissipation and
heat generation/absorption are quite often a negligible effect, but its
contribution might become important when the fluid viscosity is very
high. It changes the temperature distributions by playing a role like an
energy source, which leads to affected heat transfer rates. Based on
these applications, Poornima et al.5 analyzed the simultaneous effects
of thermal radiation and magnetic on heat and mass transfer flow of
nanofluids over a non-linear stretching sheet. The effects of thermal
radiation and viscous dissipation on boundary layer flow of nanofluids
over a moving flat plate were studied by Motsumi and Makinde6. Very
recently, Makinde and Mutuku7 investigated the hydromagnetic
thermal boundary layer of nanofluids over a convectively heated flat
plate with viscous dissipation and Ohmic heating effects. Pal and
Mandal8 studied the magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow of an
electrically conducting convective nanofluids induced by a non-linear
vertical stretching/shrinking sheet with viscous dissipation, thermal
radiation, and Ohmic heating. Sandeep and Sugunamma14 illustrated
the effects of radiation and inclined magneticfield on an unsteady
MHD free convection flow past a moving vertical plate in a porous
medium. Kayalvizhi et al.10 discussed the velocity slip effects on the
heat and mass fluxes of a viscous electrically conducting fluid flow
over a stretching sheet in the presence of viscous dissipation, Ohmic
dissipation and thermal radiation. Ganga et al.11 analyzed the effects of
internal heat generation/absorption, viscous and ohmic dissipations on
steady two-dimensional radiative MHD boundary-layer flow of a
viscous, incompressible, electrically conducting nanofluid over a
vertical plate.
A fluid flow theory takes into consideration the microrotation of the
nanoparticles could potentially clarify the theoretically and the
experimental results. This theory is called micropolar fluid theory.
Generalization of the Navier-Stokes equations can be considered as a
micropolar fluid which has been introduced by Eringen12. After two
years comprehensive theory of micropolar fluids was also developed
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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by Eringen13. Micropolar fluids have applications in blood flows,
suspension solutions, liquid minerals, liquids with spices, movement of
colloidal elucidations etc. Basically, the micropolar fluid can contain
suspension of small stiff cylindrical component such as huge dumpbell
shaped. So application of micropolar theory in the presence of
nanoparticles may give an important insight to control the thermal
conductivity of nanofluids. Das14investigated the effect of the firstorder chemical reaction and the thermal radiation on hydro-magnetic
free convection heat and mass transfer flow of a micropolar fluid
through a porous medium. Chen15 has presented the problem of
combined heat and mass transfer in buoyancy-induced MHD natural
convection flow of an electrically conducting fluid along a vertical
plate is investigated with Ohmic and viscous heating. E1-Hakiem16
presented an analysis for the effect of thermal dispersion, viscous and
Joule heating on the flow of an electrically conducting and viscous
incompressible micropolar fluid past a semi-infinite plate whose
temperature varies linearly with the distance from the leading edge in
the presence of uniform transverse magnetic field. Oahimire and
Olajuwon17 studied heat and mass transfer effects on an unsteady flow
of a chemically reacting MHD micropolar fluid through an infinite
vertical porous plate in porous medium with hall Effect and thermal
radiation. Hussain et al.18 reported on the radiation effects on the
unsteady boundary layer flow of a micropolar fluid over a stretching
sheet. Kumar19 analysed the problem of MHD mixed convective flow
of a micropolar fluid with the effect of Ohmic heating, radiation and
viscous dissipation over a chemically reacting porous plate with
constant heat flux. Ibrahim et al.20 deliberated the properties of a
magneto-hydrodynamic micropolar fluid flow with temperaturedependent heat source over a steady vertical porous plate, when the
free stream fluctuates in magnitude. Singh and Kumar21 also studied
the heat and mass transfer characteristics of the free convection on a
vertical plate in a porous medium with variable wall temperature and
concentration in a doubly stratified and viscous dissipating micropolar
fluid in presence of chemical reaction, heat generation and Ohmic
heating. Nazar et al.22 investigated the stagnation-point flow of a
micropolar fluid over a stretching surface. Nazar et al.23 also
investigated the unsteady boundary layer flow over a stretching sheet
in a micropolar fluid. Mishra et al.24 discussed steady flow of an
electrically conducting incompressible viscous fluid over a vertical
plate in the presence of a transverse magnetic field with variable wall
temperature and concentration in a doubly stratified micropolar fluid.
Perdikis and Raptis25 studied the flow of a micropolar fluid past a
stationary plate in the presence of radiation. The flow over a permeable
stretching sheet in micropolar nanofluids with suction has been studied
by Fauzia et al.26. Hussain et al.27 studied the micropolar nanofluids
flow over a stretching sheet. Haq et al.28 discussed the buoyancy and
radiation effects on stagnation point flow of micropolar nanofluid
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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along a vertically convective stretching surface.
The aim of present work is to investigate the combined effects of
viscous-Ohmic dissipation and thermal radiation on the MHD flow and
heat transfer of micropolar nanofluid with non-uniform heat
source/sink over a stretching sheet. The equations thus obtained have
been solved numerically using Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg method with
shooting technique. The effects of different parameters on velocity,
microrotation, temperature and concentration are presented
graphically.

2

Formulation of the problem

We consider a two-dimensional steady state boundary layer flow of
electrically conducting micropolar nanofluids over a stretching sheet in
the presence of uniform magnetic field, viscous-Ohmic dissipation,
thermal radiation and non-uniform heat source/sink. The stretching
velocity of the sheet is considered as uw(x) = cx along y-axis, with c
being a constant. This fluid is assumed incompressible and the flow is
assumed to be laminar. It is assumed that the temperature at the
stretching sheet takes the constant values Tw while the temperature of
the ambient nanofluid takes the constant value T∞ at the free stream
flow.
It is also assumed that the base-fluid and the nanoparticles are in
thermal equilibrium and no slip occurs between them. A uniform
magnetic field of strength B0 is applied parallel to y-axis and normal to
the sheet (see figure (1)). After applying the boundary layer
approximations, the continuity, momentum, microrotation and heat
equations can be expressed as:
u v
  0,
x x
 u

nf  u

 x

v

 N

nf j  u

 x

u

(1)

v 
 2u
N
2
  nf  1 2  1   nf B0 u,
y 
y
y



v



(2)


N 
u 
2 N
,
  1  2 N 
   nf
y 
y 
y 2


nf
q r
T
T
d 2T
1
1
v
  nf


q '''
x
y
dy 2 (  C p )nf y (  C p )nf
(  C p )nf

(3)

 nf B0
 u 
2
u  .

 

y
(

C
)
p nf


2

2

(4)
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Here u and v are the velocity components along the x- and y-directions,
respectively. N is the component of the microrotation vector normal to
the x- and y- plane, T is the temperature of the fluid and κ1 is the
vortex viscosity. The appropriate boundary conditions for the velocity
components and the temperature are given by
u 

x  ,
at y  0 

u  uw ( x)  cx, v  vw , N  n
T  Tw  T  bx 2 ,

(5)

u  0, N  0, T  T  , as y  .

(6)

Here Tw and T∞ are the wall and ambient fluid temperature, and vw is
the wall mass flux with vw for suctions, respectively. It is important to
mention that n represents the concentration of microelements such that
0<n<1(see Nazar et al.22).The strong concentration case (n=0)
represents the concentrated particle flows in which the microelements
close to the wall surface are unable to rotate. The weak concentration
case (n=1/2) indicates the vanishing of the anti-symmetrical part of the
stress tensor and denotes weak concentration. The case N=1is used for
the modeling of turbulent boundary layer flows.
Also, αnf the thermal diffusivity of the nanofluid, ρnf is the effective
density of the nanofluid, σnf is the electrical of nanofluid, γnf is the
spin gradient viscosity depending upon nanofluid dynamic viscosity,
(ρCp)nf is the heat capacitance of the nanofluid, which are defined as
follows (see Hussain et al.27, Pal and Mandal8):
 nf 

 nf

,  nf  (1   )  f   s 
 C p 

nf



nf 
,  nf  (1   ) f   s 
2.5
1   


 nf  ( nf  1 / 2) j
,

C p
 (1   )  C p    C p 
nf
f
s

 nf ( s  2 f )  2 ( f   s )



f
( s  2 f )   ( f   s )




f











(7)



where φ is the solid volume fraction of the nanofluid.
We also assume that the spin-gradient nanofluid viscosity γnf can be
expressed as (by Kline [29])
 nf  ( nf  1 / 2) j   f  nf /  f  K / 2)  j,
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where K=κ1/μf the micropolar or material parameter so that the
micropolar fluid field can predict the correct behavior in the limiting
case when the microstructure effects become negligible and the total
spin N reduces to the angular flow velocity or flow vorticity.
The radiation heat flux is given by
qr  

4 * T 4
,
3K * y

(9)

where σ* is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and K *is the Rossel and
mean spectral absorption coefficient. Thus using Eqn. (8), T4 can be
expressed as (Pal et al.28):
T 4  T4{1 (w 1) }4 ,

(10)

Where θw=Tw/T∞ is the wall temperature excess ratio parameter. The
non uniform heat source/sink q''' is modeled as:
The non uniform heat source/sink q''' is modeled as:
q ''' 

 nf uw ( x) *
[ A (Tw  T ) F '( )  (T  T ) B* ],
x f

(11)

where A*and B* are parameters of the space-dependent and
temperature-dependent
internal
heat
generation/absorption,
respectively. The case A*> 0 and B*>0 corresponds to internal heat
generation while A*< 0 and B*<0 correspond to internal heat
absorption.
Introducing the following dimensionless quantities, the mathematical
analysis of the problem is simplified by using similarity transforms
(Hussain et al.27):
We now look for a similarity solution of the Eqns. (1)-(4) with
boundary conditions (5)-(6) in the following form:
  (c f ) xF ( ), 

c

f

y, H ( ) 

N f 

cx c 

(12)

,
T  T 
u  cxF '( ), v   c f F ( ), ( , ) 
Tw  T 

where νf is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and the stream function
ψ is defined in the usual way as u   , v    , which identically
y

x

satisfies the Eqn. (1).
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Substituting Eqns. (7)-(12) into Eqns. (2)-(4), we get the following
nonlinear ordinary differential equations:
1

2
1

2

(1  K ) F '''  FF ''  F '2 

1

2

4
MF '  0,
2

(13)

(2 H  F '')  0,

(14)

KH '

(1  K / 2) H ''  FH ' F ' H 

K

2



3
1    nf

 N 1   w  1   '' A* F ' B*   3  F '  2F ' 
Pr    f










(15)



4 Ec( F '' )2  4 EcM ( F ' )2  0,

with the corresponding boundary condition as obtained from Eqns. (5)(6) in the form:
F  0, F '  1, H  nF ',   1, at   0,

(16)

F '  0, H ( )  0,   0, as    .

(17)

The non-dimensional constants appearing in Eqns.(12)-(17) are
parameter K, magnetic field M, Prandtl number Pr, mass flux
parameter S, thermal radiation parameter Nr, Eckert number Ec are
defined as
K



1
u
16 *T3
c2
, M  f B02 ,Pr  f , S   w , Nr  
,
Ec

,
f
c f
f
b(C p ) f
3 f K *
a f
(18)

where
1  (1   )2.5 ,
4  1    

2  1    

( T )s
s
,  1    
f 3
( T ) f

( C p )s
( C )s
,  1    
(C p ) f 5
( C ) f




.




(19)

Here prime denotes the differentiation with respect to η.
The important physical quantities in this study are skin-friction or
shear stress coefficient Cf , couple stress Cn , and local Nusselt
Number Nux , which are defined by (Hussain et al.27)
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  uy    N 








 w   nf  1 


 x  N  
Cn   

 a  y  

y 0

1



y 0 , C f



w
,
nf uw2

(20)

(21)

,

 T 
4 *  T 4  

 
 
*
 y  y 0 3K  y  y 0 
,
xqw

Nu x 

 nf (Tw  T )


q w   nf  

(22)

Using (12) in (20), (21) and (22), skin-friction coefficient, couple
stress and local Nusselt number can be expressed as:

 1  1  n  K ''
F (0), Rex 1 Cn   N '(0) 
2
,

1/2
'
Re x Nu x  (1  Nr ) (0)


Re1/2
x Cf 

(23)

where Rex = xuw(x)/νf is the local Reynolds number based on the
stretching/shrinking velocity uw(x).

4

Results and discussion

For carrying out the numerical integration, the Eqns. (2)-(4) with
boundary conditions (5)-(6) are reduced to a set of first order
differential equations (12)-(14) with boundary conditions (15)-(16)
using similarity transformation.
Now for solving Eqns. (15)–(16), a step by step integration method
i.e.,Runge–Kutta-Fehlberg method with shooting technique has been
applied. The convergence criterion for the present numerical method is
based on the difference between the values of the dependent variables
of the current and the previous iterations, i.e., when the absolute values
of the difference reaches 10-5 which showed that the solution has
converged to the desired accuracy and the iteration process is stopped.
The Prandtl number of the base fluid (water) is kept constant at 6.8.
The values of the local Nusselt number Rex-1/2Nux and skin-friction
coefficient Rex1/2Cf for various values of Pr, K and n are tabulated in
Tables-2 and 3. The validation of the present results have been verified
with the previous cases and it is found that the agreement between the
previously published results with the present one is good and we
believe that the present results are also accurate.
Figures(2)–(4) are plotted for the velocity, microrotation and
temperature profile for various values of magnetic field parameter M
and material parameter K for Ag-water micropolar nanofluid over
stretching sheet. Magnetic field parameter generates the opposite force
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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to the flow, is called Lorentz force which has a tendency to reduce the
velocity and enhance the temperature profile.
Those effects of magnetic field parameter are clearly seen from
figure(2) and figure(4) when the value of material parameter is fixed.
From figure(3) it is illustrated that the micro-rotation increases with the
increase in M near the vicinity of the plate. Moreover, the ratio of
vortex viscosity to absolute viscosity is known as the material
parameter K. If the values of this parameter are kept small then it can
be said that the viscous effect is confined in a very thin layer near the
wall and the thickness of this layer is proportional to K =κ/ν and
inversely proportional to F'(0). As a result, it can seen from figures (1)(3) that as the values of K increase the velocity profile and temperature
profile increases but microrotation decreases when intensity of the
magnetic field is unchanged for Ag-water nanofluid.
Figure (5) depict the influence of the Eckert number Ec and material
parameter K on the temperature profiles for the micropolar nanofluid
containing Ag-nanoparticle over stretching sheet. It is known that if the
values of Ec are increased, energy is stored in the liquid due to the
frictional heating and temperature of the fluid should increase.
But in the present problem the effect of magnetic field is more
prominent and its effect of decreasing temperature of the fluid
dominates the effect of viscous dissipation on the flow of Ag-water
nanofluid. Figure (6) is plotted to show the effects of thermal radiation
parameter Nr and material parameter K on the temperature profiles for
the micropolar Ag-water nanofluid over a stretching sheet. It can be
seen from figure (6) that increase in the values of Nr enhance the
temperature of the nanofluid. So, the thermal radiation has an quite
effective impact on controlling the thermal boundary layers of Agwater nanofluid. Also, it can be observed form figures (5)-(6) that
increase in the material parameter K reduces the temperature profile of
Ag-water nanofluid whatever may be the values of Eckert number Ec
and thermal radiation parameter Nr. It is evident from these figures that
an increase in the magnetic field parameter depreciates the velocity
profiles and enhances the temperature profiles. This is due to the fact
that a raise in the It can be seen that the skin friction coefficient, the
couple stress, local Nusselt number generally decrease with the
increase of φ for all types of nanofluids. It is clearly seen that that Agwater gives lowest and TiO2-water gives higher couple stress as well as
heat transfer rate if compared with the rest of the nanofluids.
The effects of nanoparticle volume fraction φ on skin-friction
coefficient, couple stress and local Nusselt number for four different
types of nanoparticles over stretching sheet are shown in figures (7)(9). Wall skin friction is higher for the Ag-water compared to the other
nanofluids because Ag nanoparticle posses highest density as seen in
table (1). Thus, the Ag-water nanofluid gives a higher drag force in
opposition to the flow as compared to other nanofluid. Couple stress
and local Nusselt number decreases as the value of φ increases as seen
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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in figures (8)-(9) for all types of nanofluids. It is clear that the wall
heat transfer rate decreases with increase in the nanoparticle volume
fraction parameter. In addition, the rate of heat transfer at the wall is
also higher in Ag-water and lower in Cu-water nanofluid than in other
nanofluids.

5

Conclusion

This paper presents effect of ohmic and viscous dissipation, thermal
radiation, non-uniform heat source/sink on MHD boundary layer flow
of micropolar nanofluid over a stretching sheet. Four different
nanoparticles namely copper Cu, alumina AlO2O3, titanium dioxide
TiO2, silver Ag with water as base fluid are considered here. Following
conclusions are drawn from the figures and tables:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Magnetic field profile M has tendency to reduce the velocity
profile and enhance the temperature and microrotation profiles
of the Ag-water nanofluid over stretching sheet.
The effect of Eckert number in presence of strong magnetic
field reduces the fluid temperature of of the Ag-water
nanofluid over stretching sheet.
Thermal radiation Nr enhances the temperature profile for the
boundary of the flow over stretching sheet of the Ag-water
nanofluid.
Micropolar/material parameter K has the effect to reduce all
the velocity, temperature and
microrotation profiles for Ag-water nanofluid.
Nanoparticle volume fraction φ has reduces the skin friction
coefficient, couple stress and local Nusselt number for all the
four types of nanofluids Ag, Cu, Al2 O3, TiO2-water.
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Table 1: Thermophysical properties of fluid and nanoparticles (Pal and
Mandal8, Reddy et al.30)
Physical
properties

Fluid phase (water)

Cp(J/kgK)

Cu

Al2O3

TiO2

Ag

4179

385

765

686.2

235

ρ(kg/m3)

997.1

8933

3970

4250

10500

κ(W/m K)

0.613

400

40

8.9538

429

σ (S/m)

5.5×10-6

59.6×106

35×106

2.6×106

62.1×106

Table 2:Comparison of results for local Nusselt number Rex-1/2Nux
when n=φ=M= K=S=Nr =A*=B*=0 and power of x is zero in Eqn. (5)
Pr

Wang31

Hussain et al.27

Present results

0.7

0.4539

0.4582

0.4549

2.0

0.9114

0.9114

0.9113

7.0

1.8954

1.8954

1.8954

20

3.3539

3.3539

3.3539

70

6.4622

6.4622

6.4621

Table 3:Values of the skin friction coefficient
Rex½ Cf for various
values of K and n when φ=M=S =Nr =A*=B* = 0 and power of x is
zero in Eqn. (5)
m

K

Nazar et al.22

Fauzi et al.26

Present results

0

0

-1.0000

-1.0000

-1.0000

1

-1.3679

-1.3680

-1.3679

2

-1.6213

-1.6225

-1.6213

4

-2.0042

-2.0075

-2.0042

0

-1.0000

-1.0000

-1.0000

1

-1.2247

-1.2248

-1.2247

2

-1.4142

-1.4159

-1.4142

4

-1.7321

-1.7381

-1.7321

0.5
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Figure 1: Flow configuration.

Figure 2: Effect of M and K on velocity profiles for Ag-water
nanofluid.

Figure 3: Effect of M and K on microrotation profiles for Ag-water
nanofluid.
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Figure 4: Effect of M and K on temperature profiles for Ag-water
nanofluid.

Figure 5: Effect of Ec and K on temperature profiles for Ag-water
nanofluid.

Figure 6: Effect of Nr and K on temperature profiles for Ag-water
nanofluid.
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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Figure 7: Effect of φ on skin-friction coefficient for types of
nanofluids.

Figure 8: Effect of φ on couple stress for types of nanofluids.

Figure 9: Effect of φ on local Nusselt number for types of nanofluids.
D. Pal, G. Mandal and A. Chan
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ABSTRACT:
An analysis is carried out to investigate the effect of transport
phenomena (heat and Mass transfer) on the axi-symmetric
nanofluid flow over a vertical porous slender cylinder. Flow is
driven solely by linearly stretching the cylinder where
nanoparticles move randomly and increase the energy
exchange rates thus incorporating the effects of Brownian
motion and thermophoresis. Using suitable transformation, the
governing cylindrical equations are transformed into coupled
ordinary differential equations and are solved numerically by
Keller-Box method. The effect of sundry parameters on the
velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are presented
graphically and analyzed. To validate the numerical method,
comparisons are made with the available results in the
literature for some special cases and the results are found to be
in excellent agreement.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
a
radius of the cylinder
stretching rate
b
C
concentration of the fluid
skin friction coefficient
Cf
Cw
C0

concentration of the stretching sheet
constant

C

concentration of the fluid for away from the wall
specific heat of the fluid

cf
cp
D
DB
DT
f
g
Gc
k
K1
l
Le
Nb
Nt
Nux
Pr
qm
qw
r
Re x
Shx
T
T
Tw
T0
u
Uw
v
x

specific heat of the nano particle
mass diffusivity
brownian diffusion coefficient
thermophoretic diffusion coefficient
dimensionless stream function
acceleration due to gravity
mass Grashof number
thermal conductivity
permeability or porous parameter
reference length
Lewis number
brownian motion parameter
thermophoresis parameter
local Nusselt number
Prandtl number
surface mass flux
surface heat flux
radial coordinate
local Reynolds number
local Sherwood number
fluid temperature
ambient temperature
temperature of the stretching sheet
constant
axial velocity component
stretching velocity
radial velocity component
axial coordinate
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Greek symbols

thermal diffusivity
thermal expansion coefficient

*
concentration expansion coefficient


transverse curvature
similarity variable


dimensionless temperature

dimensionless concentration
stream function


dynamic viscosity
f
kinematic viscosity of the fluid

f
p

density of the fluid

cf

heat capacity of the fluid

cp

effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material




free convection parameter
ratio between the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle
material and heat capacity of the fluid
surface shear stress

w

density of the nanoparticle

Subscripts and Superscripts
conditions at the stretching sheet
w
condition at infinity

‘
differentiation with respect to 

1

Introduction

In recent years, great interest has been evinced concerning to the study
of nanofluids after the pioneering work by Choi1 due to its vast
applications in technological industry. The innovative technique of
Choi1 induces a new class of heat transfer fluids which can be derived
from conventional heat transfer fluids by suspending metallic
nanoparticles in to it. Masuda et al.2 used the technique of electrostatic
repulsion to understand how much the thermal conductivity of a liquid
can be altered by dispersing a small amount of ultra-fine particles into
it by using fine powders of Al2O3, SiO2 and TiO2 and water as a base
liquid. Lee et al.3 continued the work of Ref1 and analyzed Oxide
nanofluids experimentally by a transient hot-wire method and
suggested that not only particle shape but size also considered to be
dominant in enhancing the thermal conductivity of nanofluids.
Buongiorno4,5 summarized their research work in the area heat transfer
characteristics of nanofluids by of evaluating the benefits for and
applicability to nuclear power systems (i.e., primary coolant, safety
systems, severe accident mitigation strategies) with particular emphasis
to boiling behavior, including, prominently, the Critical Heat Flux limit
K. V. Prasad, K. Vajravelu, H. Vaidya and M. Prasad
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and quenching phenomena and analyzed the characteristics of seven
slip mechanisms that can produce a relative velocity between the
nanoparticles and the base fluid. Kuznetsov and Nield6 followed
Buongiorno5 and analyzed the influence of nanoparticals on a natural
convection flow passing a vertical plate by treating temperature and
nanoparticle fraction as constant along the wall analytically. Recently,
Nadeem et al.7 praposed flow of a Jeffrey fluid model in the presence
of nano particles using numerical method. Many researchers proposed
several models to predict the flow pattern and nature of thermal
conductivity of nanofluid8-12.
Above mentioned researchers restricted their analysis to flow
over a stretching sheet with various physical models. The convective
flow over a vertical slender cylinder has gained momentum because of
its extensive applications in many branches of science and technology
such as the nuclear reactors cooled during emergency shutdown,
electronic devices cooled by fans, heat exchangers placed in a low
velocity environment, solar central receivers exposed to wind currents,
melt spinning process, wire and fiber drawing, etc. Flow over cylinders
is considered to be two-dimensional if the body radius is large
compared to the boundary layer thickness. For a thin cylinder, the
radius of the cylinder may be of the same order as the boundary layer
thickness. Therefore the flow may be considered as axisymmetric
instead of two-dimensional. Taking these facts in to account, Lin and
Shih 13 obtained Local similarity solutions for the laminar boundary
layer heat transfer along static and moving cylinders with prescribed
surface temperature or wall heat flux. Further, Wang14 has studied the
steady flow in a viscous and incompressible fluid outside of a
stretching hollow cylinder in an ambient fluid at rest. Ishak et al.15
presented a numerical solution of flow and heat transfer outside a
stretching permeable cylinder and Vajravelu et al.16 examined the
axisymmetric flow and heat transfer at a non-isothermal stretching
cylinder in the presence of transverse magnetic field. Further, Zaimi et
al.17 carried out an analysis to investigate the unsteady viscous flow
and heat transfer due to a permeable stretching/shrinking cylinder.
One of the important physical phenomenon is the case in which
the difference between the surface temperature and the free stream
temperature appreciably large. The findings for such a physical
phenomenon will have a definite bearing on the plastic, fabric and
polymer industries. Hence, it is interesting to study the effects of
thermal buoyancy and the Prandtl number. In many practical
situations the material moves in a quiescent fluid with the fluid flow
induced by the motion of the solid material and by the thermal
buoyancy. Therefore the resulting flow and the thermal fields are
determined by these two mechanisms. It is well known that the
buoyancy force stemming from the heating or cooling of the
continuous stretching sheet alter the flow and the thermal fields and
thereby, the heat transfer characteristics of the manufacturing
processes. However, the buoyancy force effects were not considered in
K. V. Prasad, K. Vajravelu, H. Vaidya and M. Prasad
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the afore-mentioned studies. In view of this Mahmood and Merkin18,
Ganesan, and Loganathan19, Bachok and Ishak20, Hossa21 and Rani22
have studied flow past vertical cylinder. It is quite evident from
literature survey that the porous media can be used to enhance the heat
transfer rate from stretching surfaces which has numerous applications
in geophysics, oil recovery techniques, heat storage systems, insulation
design, grain storage, geothermal systems, heat exchangers, filtering
devices, metal processing, catalytic reactors etc. Realizing these
applications, Prasad et al.23-27 has carried out an extensive work on
fluid flow through porous media. Recently, Filip28 has studied the
effect of anisotropy on fully developed mixed convection flow in a
vertical porous channel.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, not much attention has been
paid to understand the effects of nanofluid parameters on the free
convective flow of a nanofluid over a vertical slender cylinder
embedded in a porous medium. Hence, the present article is arranged
to investigate the effects of base-fluid and assuming it to be a twocomponent non-homogeneous equilibrium model with Brownian
diffusion and thermophoresis along with combined buoyancy effects
due to temperature difference as well as nanoparticles species diffusion
in a porous medium. In this case, the governing equations contain the
transverse curvature term which strongly influences the convective
flow, heat and mass transfer fields. The coupled non-linear partial
differential equations governing the problem are transformed to a
system of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations. The
transformed equations are solved numerically via a second order finite
difference scheme known as the Keller-box method. The effects of
pertinent parameters on the velocity, temperature, nanoparticles
concentration fields are presented graphically and the numerical values
for the local skin friction coefficient, the local Nusselt number and the
local Sherwood number are listed in Table III. It is expected that the
results obtained from the present investigation will provide useful
information for applications and will also serve as a complement to
previous studies.

2 Mathematical formulation
Consider a steady, two-dimensional free convective flow, heat
and mass transfer of a viscous, incompressible nanofluid, past an
impermeable vertical slender cylinder of constant radius a embedded
in a porous medium with a linear stretching velocity. The positive r
coordinate is measured along the stretching cylinder in the direction of
motion and the positive x coordinate is measured normal to the sheet in
the upward direction (see Figure. 1 for details).
The radius of the slender cylinder is the same as the order of the
boundary layer thickness and hence the flow is taken to be
axisymmetric. Prescribed surface temperature and the prescribed
species diffusion, which are of the following forms
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U w ( x)  b  x l  ,
Tw ( x)  T  T0  x l  ,

Cw ( x)  C  C0  x l  .

The viscous dissipation effects and the pressure gradient term along the
boundary layer are negligible in the energy equation, due to the slow
stretching motion of the slender cylinder. All the physical properties
are assumed to be constant except for the density in the buoyancy force
term which is given by the usual Boussinesq approximation. Under
these assumptions, the basic boundary layer equations governing the
physical equations for nanofluids can be written as
ru x   rv r  0 ,

(1)

1  g  T  T  g  * (C  C )  K  u

uux  vur   f  urr  ur  


, (2)
r 
f
f
f


D
1 
2

uTx  v Tr   Trr  Tr     DB  CrTr   T Tr   ,
(3)
r 
T



1  D 
1 

uC x  v Cr  DB Crr  Cr   T Trr  Tr  .
(4)
r  T 
r 

Here, the subscript denotes partial differentiation with respect to the
independent variable.   (  c) p /(  c) f is the ratio between the
effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material and heat capacity of
the fluid . The second term in right hand side of the Eqn. (2)
represents the influence of thermal buoyancy force on the flow field,
where ‘+ and ‘ -” signs refer to the buoyancy assisting and buoyancy
opposing flow region. Figure (1) provides the necessary information of
such a flow field for a vertical slender cylinder with upper half of the
flow field being assisted and the lower half of the flow field being
opposed by the buoyancy force. For the assisting flow, the x axis points
upwards in the direction of the stretching cylinder such that the
stretching induced flow and the thermal buoyant flow assist each other.
For the opposing flow, the x-axis points vertically downward in the
direction of the stretching cylinder. But in this case the stretching
induced flow and the thermal buoyant flow oppose each other. The
reverse trend occurs if the stretching cylinder is cooled below the
ambient temperature. The boundary conditions for the physical
problem under consideration are given by
u  U w , v  0, T  Tw , C  Cw at r  a 
.
u  0, T  T , C  C as r  
(5)

The particular forms of U w , Tw and Cw have been chosen to devise a
similarity transformation which transform the governing partial
differential Eqns. (2) - (4) into a set of ordinary differential equations.
It is convenient to reduce the number of equations from four to three as
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well as to transform them in to dimensionless form. Introducing the
dimensionless functions f ,  and  and the similarity variable  as
(See Bachok and Ishak34):
T  T
C  C
,  ( ) 
,
Tw  T
Cw  C

1

   f xU w  2 a f   ,  ( ) 


In

1
r 2  a2
U

x
 w f 2 .
2a
Eqn. (6), 

(6)
is

the

stream

function

defined

as

1
1
u   r and v    x , which identically satisfies continuity Eqn.
r
r
(1). By defining  in the above form, the boundary condition at r  a
reduces to the boundary condition at η = 0, which is more convenient
for analytical / numerical computations. Substituting Eqn. (6) in Eqns.
(2) - (4), gives:

 (1  2 ) f   ( f ')2  ff ''   Gc   K1 f   0,

(7)

 (1  2 )     Pr  f   f     Pr(1  2 )  Nb  '   Nt  2   0,

(8)

 (1  2 )    Le  f   f   

(9)

Nt
 (1  2 )     0.
Nb

Here prime denotes differentiation with respect to  . The
corresponding boundary conditions are:
f (0)  0, f   0   1,  (0)  1,  (0)  1 

.
f      0,      0,      0

(10)

Here, the parameters  , K1 ,  , Gc, Nt , Nb, Pr and Le are defined
as follows:


Nb 

lν f
ba 2

, K1   K b ,   

f
 DB  Cw  C 
, Pr 
f


 DT Tw  T  
g  T0
g  * C0
,
Gc

,
Nt


 f b2
 f b2
 f T

.
f

and Le 

DB

(11)

It is worth mentioning that   0 aids the flow and   0 opposes the
flow, while   0 i.e., Tw  T  represents the case of forced
convection flow. On the other hand, if  is of significantly greater
order of magnitude than one, then the buoyancy forces will be
predominant. Hence, combined convective flow exists when   0(1) .
For all practical purpose, the physical quantities of interest are the skin
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friction coefficient C f , the local Nusselt number Nux and the local
Sherwood number Shx , which are defined by:
w
xqw
xqm
Cf 
, Nu x 
, Shx 
,
2
 fUw 2
k Tw  T 
D  C w  C 

(12)

where  w , qw and qm are given by:
(13)

 w   f  ur r a , qw  k Tr r a , qm   D  Cr r a .

Using the similarity variables (6), results in:

Nu
Shx
1
C f Re1x 2  f   0  , 1 x2     0  and
    0  ,
2
Re x
Re1x 2
where Re x  U w x  f is the local Reynolds number.

(14)

3 Exact solutions for some special cases
Here, in certain special cases the exact solutions are presented.
Such solutions are useful and serve as a baseline for comparison with
the solutions obtained via numerical schemes.

3.1 No free convection currents, no mass Grash of
number and no transverse curvature (   Gc    0 )
In the limiting case of   Gc    0 , the convective flow, heat
and mass transfer problem degenerates. In this case the closed form
solution for the velocity field is given by
1  e  m
f 
where m  1  K1 ,
(15)
m
while the solutions for the temperature field as well as the species
diffusion field is the Confluent hypergeometric series, namely, the
Kummer’s function, M , to wit:

    C1 exp  ma0  1  a1 , b1 , z  , C11  1  a1 , b1 ,  Pr m 2 



1
2

    C2 exp  ma00  2  a10 , b10 , z  , C2  2 a10 , b10 ,  Le m
.
a0  Pr m2 , z   Pr m2 exp  m  , a00  Le m 2 , z   Le m 2 exp  m  

a1  a0  1, b1  1  a0 , a10  a00  1, b10  1  a00

(16)





In the absence of nanofluid parameters, transverse curvature and
porous parameter, equations reduce to those of Vajravelu29 in the
absence of species diffusion. In the presence of species diffusion,
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equations reduce to those of Abel et al.30 in the absence of nanofluid
particles and transverse curvature.

4. Numerical procedure
Final reduced Eqns. (7) - (9) are highly non-linear, coupled
ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients of third-order
in f and second-order in both  and  . Exact analytical solutions are
not possible for the complete set of these equations and therefore, the
efficient numerical method with second order finite difference scheme
known as Keller-box method is used. The coupled boundary value
problem (7) - (9) has been reduced to a system of seven simultaneous
ordinary differential equations of first order for three unknowns
following the method of superposition (See for details Na31). To solve
the system of first order equations, seven initial conditions are required
whilst only two initial conditions on f and one initial condition
are known. There are three initial condition
 and 
f   0  ,    0  and  (0) which are not prescribed, however the
values of f    ,    and    are known at    . Further,
employ numerical Keller-box scheme where these three boundary
conditions are utilized to produce three unknown initial conditions at
  0 . To select   , begin with some initial guess value of the
unknown initial conditions and solve the boundary value problem to
obtain f   0  ,    0  and  (0) .
Let
the
correct
values
of f3  0  ,  2  0  and 2  0  be  0 ,  0 and  0 and integrate the system
using fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The solution process is
repeated with another larger value of  until two successive values of
unknown conditions differ only after desired digit signifying the limit
of the boundary along  . The last value of  is chosen as appropriate
value for that particular set of parameters. Finally, the problem is
solved numerically using a second order finite difference scheme
known as Keller-box method (See for details Cebeci and Bradshaw 32,
Keller33 and Vajravelu and Prasad34). For numerical calculations, a
uniform step size of   0.01 is found to be satisfactory and the
shooting error was controlled with an error tolerance of 10 6 in all the
cases. The physical domain in this problem is unbounded, whereas the
computational domain has to be finite and on this reason, far field
boundary conditions are applied for the similarity variable  at a finite
value denoted by max . A value of max  14 is found to be sufficient to
achieve the far field boundary conditions asymptotically for all values
of the parameters considered. To assess the accuracy of the present
method, comparison of the skin friction and the wall temperature
gradient between the present results with the available results in the
literature for a special case i.e., for stretching sheet (see in tables (1)
and (2)) and the comparison show a very good agreement.
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5

Results and discussion

In order to understand the mathematical nanofluid porous model,
the numerical results are presented graphically for the axial
velocity f ( ) , the temperature    and the species diffusion    in
figures (2)-(9) for different values of pertinent parameters such as
transverse curvature  , permeability or porous parameter K1 ,
buoyancy or free convection parameter  , mass Grashof number Gc ,
thermophoresis parameter Nt , Brownian motion parameter Nb ,
Prandtl number Pr and Lewis number Le . The computed numerical
values for the skin friction f (0) , the Nusselt number  (0) and the
wall Sherwood number   (0) are tabulated in table (3). It can be
observed from the graphs that all the profiles f ( ) ,    and   
monotonically decreases and tends asymptotically to zero as the
distance increases from the boundary.
Figures (2)-(3) are the graphical representation of f ( ) for
increasing values of  , K1 ,  and Gc . It is apparent from figure (2)
that the boundary layer thickness is higher for non-zero values as
compared to zero values of  and for increasing values of K1 results in
flattening of f ( ) . It is quite clear from the profiles that f ( )
decrease with an increase in porous parameter. This is because, the
larger values of porous parameter correspond to densely pack porous
medium and hence the flow rate will be reduced. The effect of
increasing values of Gc and  on f ( ) is demonstrated in figure (3).
Increase in Gc and  (increase in temperature gradients) leads to the
enhancement of f ( ) . This is due to the fact that Gc depends upon
( Cw  C ) which is assumed to be positive and can be interpreted
physically because the level of concentration is higher near the plate
than away from the surface. Physically,   0 corresponds to an
externally heated plate because the free convection currents are carried
towards to the plate,   0 corresponds to an externally cooled plate
and   0 corresponds to the absence of free convection currents.
The behavior of    for increasing values of K1,  , Pr,  are
plotted in figures (4) –(6). The effects of  and Gc on    are
presented graphically in figure 4. An increase in the value of  results
in an increase in the thermal boundary layer thickness and this results
in an increase in the magnitude of the wall temperature gradient and
hence produces an increase in the surface heat transfer rate, this is even
true for non zero values of K1. The effect of K1 is to increase the wall
temperature gradient. Nb and Nt are two physical parameters of utmost
interest, which depends on the type of the nanoparticle present through
the parameters DB and DT , while Nb depends on the nanoparticle
K. V. Prasad, K. Vajravelu, H. Vaidya and M. Prasad
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concentration namely  Cw  C  . An increase in either of the
parameters Nb or Nt leads to decrease in the magnitude of the wall
temperature gradient and hence, increases the thermal boundary layer
thickness; exhibited graphically in figure (5). The effects of Pr and 
on    are depicted graphically in figure (6). It is clear from the graph
that an increase in Pr leads to decrease the temperature distribution
and hence thermal boundary layer thickness. The effect of increasing
values of  is to increase the temperature and hence enhances the
thermal boundary layer thickness.
Figures (7) – (9) explain the effects of different parameters
on    . Figure (7) illustrates the effects of K1 and Gc on    . It is
noticed that the effect of K1 is to enhance    . This observation
holds for non-zero values of Gc. Increasing the value of Gc results in
an increase in the mass transfer gradient, and hence produces an
increase in the surface mass transfer rate. The effect of Nb on    is
shown in Figure (8) for different values of Nt. It can be seen that
   increases with an increase in Nb as well as Nt . The effects of

Le and  on    are elucidated in figure (9). The effect of increasing
values of Le leads to decrease in the thickness of the nanoparticle
concentration boundary layer. This is due to the thinning of the
nanoparticle layer with the introduction of species diffusion. This
phenomenon is true even for increasing values of  .
The impact of all the pertinent parameters on f (0) ,  (0) and
  (0) are tabulated in Table III. f (0) ,  (0) and   (0) found to
decrease with increase in  . An increase in  leads to an increase in
f (0) and decrease in  (0) and   (0) , but the reverse trend is found
in K1 .It is interesting to note that the surface mass transfer decreases
and surface heat transfer increases with Le, Nb and Nt .But the effect
of Pr is to decrease  (0) and increase   (0) .

6

Conclusion

The following conclusions are drawn from the computed numerical
values:
 The suspended nanoparticles substantially increase the heat
transfer rate at any given buoyancy parameter.
 An increase in permeability or porous parameter leads to an
increase in the wall temperature gradient and the surface mass
transfer rate where as in the case of velocity profiles reverse
trend is observed.
 An increase in either Brownian motion parameter or the
thermophoresis parameter serves to increase the thermal as well
as nanoparticle concentration profiles.
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Concentration profiles enhance for increasing value of mass
Grashof number and squeezes with Lewis number.
Skin-friction increases for increasing values of mass Grashof
number and thermophoresis parameter. However opposite
effect is observed for Brownian motion parameter and Lewis
number.
Sherwood number enhance for larger values of Porous
parameter and Prandtl number the reverse trend is observed in
the case of Brownian motion parameter, the thermophoresis
parameter and the Lewis number.
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Table 1: Comparison of  f ''  0  and
5
K1  0.0 for   Gc    0.0, Le  Pr  1.0, Nt  Nb 10

 f ''  0 

K1

Analytical solution

Present values

0.0

1.000000

1.00000

0.5

1.224745

1.224745

1.0

1.414214

1.414214

1.5

1.581139

1.581139

2.0

1.732051

1.732051

Table 2: Comparison of  '  0  and K1  0.0
for   Gc    0.0, Le  Pr  1.0, Nt  Nb 105
 '  0 
Present work

Ishak and Nazar35

Vajravelu et al.16

Grubka and Bobba36

1.0

0.999999

1.0000

1.00002

1.0000

0.9961

10.0

3.720701

3.72078

3.72078

3.7207

3.7006

Pr

Ali37

Table 3: Numerical values of skin friction, wall temperature gradient
and mass concentration gradient for different values of the pertinent
parameters
(a) Le  1.0, Pr  1.0, Nt  0.1, Nb  0.1,   0.5, Gc  0.5
K1
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0

 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.488382
0.730834
0.941974
1.300339

1.044617
1.003362
0.966951
0.905127

0.488382
0.480790
0.444436
0.385932

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.7630559
1.053078
1.295051
1.690290

1.381393
1.328420
1.283998
1.213252

0.763056
0.879580
0.843786
0.794390

(b) Le  1.0, Pr  1.0, Nt  0.1, Nb  0.1,   0.5, Kl  0.5
Gc
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0

 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.995219
0.730834
0.490730
0.049224

0.945957
1.003362
1.043772
1.104255

0.415310
0.480790
0.521846
0.578939

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

1.346942
1.053078
0.784078
0.292282

1.265400
1.328420
1.375145
1.444810

0.827119
0.879580
0.919847
0.980368
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(c) Le  1.0, Pr  1.0, Nt  0.1, Nb  0.1, Gc  0.5, Kl  0.5

  0.0
  1.0
 f (0)  (0)   (0)  f (0)  (0)   (0)
-1.0 1.387258 0.873580 0.353948 1.864274 1.131488 0.738381
0.0 0.931613 0.971772 0.451797 1.285650 1.288342 0.848186
1.0 0.539836 1.030059 0.504600 0.835132 1.361002 0.905409
(d) Le  1.0, Pr  1.0, Nt  0.1,   0.5, Gc  0.5, Kl  0.5

 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.5278722
0.648645
0.722239
0.736879
0.739801

0.966843
0.907029
0.796869
0.710969
0.660465

-1.41229
-0.12116
0.650743
0.840947
0.903008

Nb

0.1
0.2
0.5
0.8
1.0

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.868217
0.993196
1.060483
1.069640
1.069690

1.225685
1.148852
0.998946
0.8782179
0.806899

-0.56263
0.542179
1.182603
1..334056
1.381743

(e) Le  1.0, Pr  1.0, Nb  0.1,   0.5, Gc  0.5, Kl  0.5
Nt
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.8
1.0

 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.791160
0.788799
0.781915
0.775345
0.771147

0.968181
0.935491
0.849373
0.778274
0.737675

1.042115
1.042907
1.045284
1.047645
1.049202

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

1.115520
1.111970
1.101469
1.091254
1.084633

1.294431
1.246000
1.118591
1.013689
0.953961

1.403890
1.404993
1.408336
1.411707
1.413952

(f) Le  1.0, Nt  0.1, Nb  0.1,   0.5, Gc  0.5, Kl  0.5
 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.718799
0.730834
0.751619
0.770660
0.775508

0.831519
1.003362
1.438164
2.207656
2.544959

0.614266
0.480790
0.128425
-0.53438
-0.83604

Pr
0.71
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.0

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

1.044402
1.053078
1.071466
1.091964
1.097521

1.168213
1.328420
1.735197
2.419522
2.699775

1.006694
0.879580
0.548287
-0.00344
-0.28070

(g) Pr  1.0, Nt  0.1, Nb  0.1,   0.5, Gc  0.5, Kl  0.5
 f (0)

  0.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.591857
0.691326
0.730834
0.792864
0.859866

1.082823
1.026605
1.003362
0.967461
0.931789

-0.35674
0.191203
0.480790
1.097680
2.253599

Le
0.22
0.66
1.0
2.0
5.0

 f (0)

  1.0
 (0)

  (0)

0.942272
1.016340
1.053078
1.118585
1.196602

1.388134
1.348361
1.328420
1.292956
1.252187

0.120878
0.601865
0.879580
1.489609
2.649752
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Figure 1: Physical model and coordinate system.

Figure 2: Axial velocity profiles for different values of ϒ and K1 with
Gc= 0.5, λ=0.5, Nb=0.1, Nt=0.1, Pr=1.0 and Le=0.
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Figure 3: Axial velocity profiles for different values of ϒ and Gc with
Nb=0.1, Nt=0.1, Pr=1.0 , Le=1.0 and ϒ=0.5.

Figure 4: Temperature profiles for different values of ϒ and K1 with Gc=0.5,
Nb=0.1, Nt=0.1, Pr=1.0, Le=1.0 and ϒ=0.5.
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Figure 5: Temperature profiles for different values of Nt and Nb with Gc=0.5,
λ=0.5, K1=0.5, ϒ=0.5, Pr=1.0 and Le=1.0.

Figure 6: Temperature profiles for different values of ϒ and Pr with Gc= 0.5,
λ=0.5, Nb=0.1,
Nt=0.1, K1=0.5 and Le=1.0.
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Figure 7: Concentration profiles for different values of K 1 and Gc with
ϒ=0.5, λ=0.5, Nb=0.1, Nt=0.1, Pr=1.0 , and Le=1.0.s

Figure 8: Concentration profiles for different values of Nt and Nb with
Gc=0.5, λ=0.5, λ=0.5, ϒ=0.5, Pr=1.0 and Le=1.0.

Figure 9: Concentration profiles for different values of ϒ and Le with Gc=0.5,
λ=0.5, Nb=0.1, Nt=0.1, Pr=1.0 and K1=0.5.
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ABSTRACT:
A numerical investigation on nanoliquid flow and heat transfer
over a stretching surface in the presence of aligned magnetic ﬁeld
and melting effect. The model used for the nanoliquid incorporates
the eﬀects of Brownian motion and thermophoresis. The governing
equations are reduced into a set of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations using suitable similarity transformations and then they are
solved numerically with the help of fourth-ﬁfth order Runge-KuttaFehlberg method. The eﬀects of pertinent parameters on ﬂow
profiles are determined and discussed in detail through several plots
and a table. Obtained numerical results are compared and found to
be in good agreement with previously published results in a limiting
sense. Further, it is found that, the melting effect is favourable for

velocity and induced magnetic field profiles and is
unfavourable for nanoparticle volume fraction profile.

This article is to be cited as:
Mahanthesh B, Gireesha B J and Gorla R S R. Stagnatio-point
flow of a magneto-nanoliquid over a melting sheet with an
induced magnetic field, Bangalore; Vijnana Bharathi, 1 (2): 3954, 2016.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
c
heat capacity
nanoparticle volume fraction
diffusion coefficient
uniform vertical magnetic field value at the infinity upstream
mass flux
thermal conductivity
Nusselt number
heat flux
Reynolds number
Sh
Sherwood number
nanofluid temperature
Greek Symbols
magnetic diffusivity
latent heat transfer of the fluid
dynamic viscosity
magnetic permeability
density
electric conductivity
shear stress
Subscripts
B
brownian
f
base fluid
p
nanoparticles
s
solid surface
T
thermophoretic
w
surface
x
local

1

Introduction

Nanoﬂuid is a ﬂuid containing nanometre sized particles, called
nanoparticles. It is known that nanoﬂuids can tremendously enhance the heat
transfer characteristics of the base ﬂuid. Heat transfer is an important process in
physics and engineering, and therefore improvements in heat transfer
characteristics will improve the eﬃciency of many processes. Thus, nanoﬂuid
have many applications in industry such as coolants, lubricants, heat exchangers
and micro-channel heat sinks. Due to these facts, Choi1 did the pioneer work on
nanoﬂuid in order to develop advanced heat transfer ﬂuids with substantially
B. Mahanthesh, B. J. Gireesha and S. R. Gorla
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higher conductivities. Later, Khan and Pop2 investigated the boundary layer ﬂow
of nanoﬂuid past a stretching surface by considering the Brownian motion and
thermophoresis eﬀects. Natural convective boundary-layer ﬂow of a nanoﬂuid
past a vertical plate is analytically studied by Kuznetsov and Nield3. They also
incorporated a model, in which Brownian motion and thermophoresis eﬀects
were considered. Recently, Gorla et al.4 reported the numerical solutions of a
steady boundary layer ﬂow of a nanoﬂuid on a stretching circular cylinder in a
stagnant free stream. Unsteady boundary layer stagnation-point ﬂow of a
nanoﬂuid was examined by Bachok et al.5. Makinde and Aziz6 studied the
boundary layer ﬂow and heat transfer of nanoﬂuid over a stretching surface with
convective boundary conditions. Alsaedi et al.7 have analyzed the stagnation
point ﬂow of nanoﬂuid near a permeable stretched surface with convective
boundary. Very recently, Gireesha et al.8 have studied the eﬀect of dust particles
on boundary layer ﬂow and heat transfer of nanoﬂuid over a porous stretching
surface. A very good collection of the published papers on nanoﬂuids can be
found in the book by Das et al.9.
The effect of an induced magnetic ﬁeld has been neglected in
aforementioned studies. Nevertheless, this eﬀect is interesting macroscopically
physical phenomenon in electrically conducting fluids. Applications of such
studies are pertinent in thermo-magneto-aerodynamics, nuclear reactors, MHD
energy generator systems and magneto hydrodynamic boundary layer control
technologies. To date, very little attention has been shown to consider the eﬀect
of induced magnetic ﬁeld on boundary layer ﬂow and heat transfer over surfaces.
The boundary layer ﬂow and heat transfer on stretching surface with induced
magnetic ﬁeld has been considered by Kumari et al.10, Takhar et al.11 addressed
the problem of laminar boundary layer ﬂow of an electrically conducting ﬂuid
past a semi-inﬁnite ﬂat plate with an aligned magnetic ﬁeld. Later, MHD
convection ﬂow of a Newtonian liquid metal past a non-conducting plate with an
induced magnetic ﬁeld was studied by Beg et al.12. The exact solution for the
problem of hydromagnetic natural convection boundary layer ﬂow past an
inﬁnite vertical ﬂat plate has been reported by Ghosh et al.13. They have included
the effect of transverse magnetic ﬁeld with magnetic induction eﬀect. Recently,
Ali et al.14, 15 have made an detailed investigation on boundary layer stagnationpoint ﬂow over stretching surface in the presence of an induced magnetic field.
Keeping this in view, we aimed to investigate the influence of an aligned
magnetic field on boundary layer stagnation-point flow of nanoliquid towards
stretching surface. After applying similarity transformations, the resulting
governing equations have been solved numerically for some values of pertinent
parameters.

2
2.1

Mathematical Formulation and Solution
Governing Equations

Consider a steady two dimensional boundary layer ﬂow of an
electrically conducting nanoliquid near a stagnation point towards a
stretching surface in its own plane with a velocity proportional to the
distance from stagnation point under the inﬂuence of induced magnetic
ﬁeld. The flow configuration of the present problem is shown in the Figure
1. It is assumed that the velocity of external ﬂow is
and
velocity of stretching sheet is
, where and are positive
B. Mahanthesh, B. J. Gireesha and S. R. Gorla
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constants. The temperature of melting surface is , and
is the value of
nanoparticle volume fraction at the surface. The ambient values of
temperature and nanoparticle volume fraction are
and
respectively,
where
.
Under the boundary layer approximations, the governing equations
are;
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
where
the

and

are the velocity and magnetic components along
and
directions respectively, whereas
and
are the -velocity and -magnetic field at the edge of the

boundary layer and,

2.2

.

The Boundary Conditions

The relevant boundary conditions applicable to the present problem are
at
,
as
(6)
and

,
.

Melting boundary condition states that the heat conducted to the melting
surface is equal to the heat of melting plus the sensible heat required to
raise the solid temperature to its melting temperature .

2.3

Similarity Transformations

In this study, we intend to integrate the governing equations using
similarity method. Consider the following similarity transformations

,

(7)

Substituting the Eqn. (7) into the system of Eqns. (1) to (5), so that the
Eqns. in (1) are satisfied identically and remaining Eqns. form (2)-(5) are
recast to the following set of ordinary differential equations;
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,
,
,

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Corresponding boundary conditions takes the following form;

(12)

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to , and the terms
and
are magnetic parameter, reciprocal of
magnetic, Prandtl number, Brownian motion parameter, thermophoresis
parameter, Lewis number and melting parameter respectively and are
defined as;

(13)

2.4

Physical Quantities of Engineering Interest

From the engineering point of view, physical quantities of interest are
local skin friction coefficient
,
and
are given by;

,

where

and

(14)

are given by;

.

(15)

Using Eqn. (15) and with the aid of similarity variables, we obtain
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,

where

2.5

(16)

.

Numerical Procedure

The systems of coupled nonlinear coupled differential Eqns. (8)(11) along with the boundary conditions (12) are solved numerically using
fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method and the absolute
convergence criteria were taken as
. In this method it is most
important to choose the appropriate finite values of
. The asymptotic
boundary conditions at
were replaced by those at
in accordance
with standard practice in the boundary layer analysis. The choice of
ensures that all numerical solutions approached the asymptotic
values correctly.

2.6

Validation of Numerical Method

The present results of dimensionless skin friction coefficient for
different values of
in the absence of melting and induced magnetic
effects are compared with those reported by Mahapatra16 and, Ishak et
al.18, Nazar et al.17 and Ali et al.15 are shown in table 1. It is observed that
the comparison shows good agreement for each value considered. This
table shows that the present results are correct and accurate.

3

Result and Discussion

The numerical solutions are presented through figures (2)-(14) for
the physical interpretation of the proposed study. Figures (2)-(5) display
the variations of velocity, induced magnetic field, temperature and
nanoparticle fraction profiles within the boundary layer for different
values of respectively. It is evident from these figures that all the curves
approach the far field boundary conditions asymptotically. It shows that
the velocity, induced magnetic field and temperature profiles increase as
increases for
. However, it shows the reverse effect for the
nanoparticle fraction profiles for
, whereas, the whole trend is
opposite for
. Effect of melting parameter on velocity, induced
magnetic field, temperature and nanoparticle fraction profiles for
,
are plotted in figures (6)-(9) respectively. It is found from
the Figures (6) and (7) that, for
, the velocity and induced
B. Mahanthesh, B. J. Gireesha and S. R. Gorla
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magnetic field profile increases with the increasing value of . While, it
shows the reverse effect for
. In addition, it reveal from figures
(8) and (9) that, the thermal boundary layer thickness is smaller for higher
value of melting parameter for both
and
. This result
makes sense physically, if it is realized that the melting phenomenon acts
as a blowing boundary condition at the stretching surface. Consequently,
more intense melting tends to retardation in thermal boundary layer
thickness. However, this effect is reverse for nanoparticle volume fraction
profiles as can be seen in figure (9).
The effect of
on
and
is presented in figure (10). It
reveals that, both velocity and induced magnetic field profile rapidly
decreases throughout the boundary layer region for increasing value of
. The influence of
is to notably increase
profile and decreases
profile, as shown in figure (11). Figure 12 is plotted to display the
effect of
on
and
distributions by fixing all other
parameters. It elucidate that, temperature and induced magnetic field
profile shows the same behaviour against the value of
. Temperature
profile as well as the induced magnetic field profile increases with an
increase in .
The effect of the stretching parameter
on
and
distributions are respectively demonstrated in figures
(13) and (14). The velocity
profile is found to be increase with
increasing
. Central reason for this effect is that, for fixed values of
corresponding to the stretching of the surface, the increase in in
relation to
implies the increase in the straining motion near the
stagnation region that can increase the acceleration of the external stream.
Therefore, an increase in
has the effect of thickening the boundary
layer. However, for
, the flow has an inverted boundary layer
structure, where the stretching velocity
of the surface exceeds the
velocity
of the external stream. Further, from figure (13), it is noticed
that, the magnetic field profile
decreases as
increases. The
figure (14), shows that, the temperature profile
significantly
increases with increase in
. Further observations shows that, as
increases nanoparticle volume fraction profile retards, however, opposite
trend occurs after a certain point.

4

Conclusion

The hydrodynamic boundary layer stagnation point flow and heat
transfer of nanofluid over a linearly stretching surface with induced
magnetic field and melting effect have been numerically investigated. Our
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results with limiting case are compared with previously reported results
and the agreement is found to be accurate. The inclusions of nanoparticles
into the base fluid of this problem change the flow pattern. Some of the
major findings of our analysis are listed below;
 Velocity, induced magnetic field and temperature profiles increase
as increases for
. However, this trend is reverse for
nanoparticle fraction profiles for
.
 Melting effect is favourable for velocity and induced magnetic
field profiles and unfavourable for nanoparticle volume fraction
profile.
 More intense melting tends to reduction in the thermal boundary
layer thickness.
 Momentum and thermal boundary layer thickness enhances, but
induced magnetic field profile retards with increase in
.
Further, nanoparticle volume fraction profile retards and then
opposite trend occurs after a certain point for the influence of
.
 Velocity and induced magnetic field profile rapidly decreases
throughout the boundary layer region for increasing value of
.
 Temperature profile as well as the induced magnetic field profile
increases with an increase in .
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& Gupta
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al

study
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[17]

[15]

-0.9694

-0.9694

-0.9694

-0.9694

0.96938

0.2

-0.9181

-0.9181

-0.9181

-0.9181

0.91810

0.5

-0.6673

-0.6673

-0.6673

-0.6673

0.66723

0.5

-

-

-

-

0.90852

2.0

2.0175

2.0175

2.0176

2.0175

2.01750

3.0

4.7293

4.7294

4.7296

4.7293

4.72928

4.0

-

-

-

-

8.00043

Figure 1: Physical model and geometry of the problem.
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Figure 2: Effect of

on

profile for

and a

Figure 3: Effect of

on

profiles for

and a

cases.

cases.
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Figure 4: Effect of

on

profiles for

and a

cases.

Figure 5: Effect of

on

profiles for

and a

cases.
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Figure 6: Effect of
cases.

on

profiles for

and a

Figure 7: Effect of
cases.

on

profiles for

and a
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Figure 8: Effect of
cases.

on

Figure 9: Effect of
cases.

on
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profiles for
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Figure 10: Effect of

on

Figure 11: Effect of

on

Figure 12: Effect

on

and

and

and

profiles.

profiles.

profiles.
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Figure 13: Effect of

on

and

Figure 14: Effect of

on

and
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Nomenclature
Latin Symbols
DB
brownian diffusion coefficient

DT
g
l
m
Le
M
NA
NB
p

thermophoretic diffusion coefficient
acceleration due to gravity
permeability of the porous medium
wave number in the x-direction
wave number in the y-direction
Lewis number
effective heat capacity ratio
modified diffusivity ratio
modified particle density increment
pressure

q

velocity vector  u, v, w 

K

Rt

internal Rayleigh number
basic density Darcy-Rayleigh number
concentration Darcy-Rayleigh number
thermal Darcy-Rayleigh number

Q0

proportionality constant of internal heat source

Ri
Rm
Rn

Q T  temperature-dependent internal heat source per unit time and per
unit volume
temperature of the nanofluid
T
Greek Symbols
coefficient of thermal expansion


porosity of the porous medium
ratio of heat capacities

1
relaxation time

2

retardation time

1

stress relaxation parameter
strain retardation parameter
viscosity of the nanofluid
thermal diffusivity of nanofluid
nanoparticle volume fraction
reference value of nanoparticle volume fraction
density
specific heat capacity

2




0


C
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growth rate parameter

Rtc , ac , ic critical stability parameters
Subscripts
b
basic state
p
nanoparticles
f
base fluid

1

Introduction

Nanofluid, the term coined by Choi1, is a new class of fluid
engineered by suspending nanometer-sized particles in conventional heat
transfer base fluids like ethylene glycol, oil and water. Nanofluids have
been found to possess enhanced thermophysical properties such as
thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, viscosity and convective heat
transfer coefficients compared to those of base fluids. Being exceptionally
good conductors of heat, nanofluids have attracted more and more
attention of researchers in recent years due to their wide range of
applications in heating and cooling technologies (Das et al.2, Kim et al.3
and Taylor et al.4). For example, in vehicles, heat generated by the prime
mover needs to be removed for proper operation. Similarly, electronic
equipment dissipates heat, which requires a cooling system. Heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning systems also include various heat transfer
processes. Heat transfer is the key process in thermal power stations. In
addition to these, many production processes include heat transfer in
various forms; it might be the cooling of a machine tool, pasteurization of
food, or the temperature adjustment for triggering a chemical process. In
most of these applications, heat transfer is realized through some heat
transfer devices; such as, heat exchangers, evaporators, condensers, and
heat sinks. Increasing the heat transfer efficiency of these devices is
desirable, because by increasing efficiency, the space occupied by the
device can be minimized, which is important for applications with
requirements for compactness. Furthermore, in most of the heat transfer
systems, the working fluid is circulated by a pump, and improvements in
heat transfer efficiency can reduce the associated power consumption (Yu
and Xie5 and Pang et al.6).
Thermal convection in fluids plays a central role in geophysics,
atmospheric dynamics and various technical applications and copious
literature is available on this topic in both fluid and fluid saturated porous
layer. A similar study for nanofluids has been identified only recently. A
comprehensive survey of convective transport in nanofluids was made by
Buongiorno7 wherein he focused on the heat transfer enhancement and
proposed Brownian diffusion and the thermophoresis effects are important
in the study and wrote down conservation equations based on these two
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effects. The Bénard problem (the onset of convection in a horizontal layer
uniformly heated from below) for a nanofluid was studied by Tzou8, 9 on
the basis of the transport equations of Buongiorno7. Nield and
Kuznetsov10 revisited the problem considered by Tzou8, 9 and with the
explanations they redefined few parameters and also checked for the
possibility of oscillatory instability. Nield and Kuznetsov11 were the first
to study the Darcy-Bénard problem with nanofluids using the Buongiorno7
model. The extensions done by these authors and others can be found in
the book by Nield and Bejan12. In studying these convective instability
problems, the volume fraction of nanoparticles was prescribed at the
boundaries. Recently, Nield and Kuznetsov13 pointed out that this type of
boundary condition on volume fraction of nanoparticles is physically not
realistic as it is difficult to control the nanoparticle volume fraction on the
boundaries, and suggested an alternative boundary condition that is, the
flux of volume fraction of nanoparticles is zero on the boundaries.
Shivakumara and Dhananjaya14 studied the onset of convection in a
nanofluid saturated porous layer with temperature dependent viscosity by
utilizing these new boundary conditions.
Many of the base fluids used in the preparation of nanofluids are oils
which exhibit viscoelastic behavior and hence it is expected that the
introduction of nanoparticles changes the viscoelastic properties of fluids.
The experiments carried out on certain nanofluids have also indicated this
kind of behaviour (Namburu et al.15, Chen et al.16, 18, Schmidt et al.19).
Thus, it is imperative to consider viscoelastic model in the study of
thermal convective instability in nanofluids rather than an inelastic type of
non-Newtonian fluid model. In general, viscoelastic instability is observed
in polymer melts as well as in polymer solutions, which usually consist of
a Newtonian solvent and a polymeric solute. These solutions are often
highly elastic but have an essentially constant viscosity. They are known
as Boger fluids and are reasonably well represented by the Oldroyd-B
constitutive model (Bird et al.20, Li and Khayat21). The Oldroyd-B
constitutive model is adopted widely to examine the influence of elasticity
on thermal convective instability. This is because the Oldroyd-B model
represents adequately highly elastic (Boger) fluids, for which the viscosity
remains sensibly constant over a wide range of shear rates. Besides, it is
one of the simplest viscoelastic laws that account for normal stress effects
which are responsible for the periodic phenomena arising in viscoelastic
fluids. More importantly, almost all experimental measurements and flow
visualization reported on the instability of viscoelastic flows have been
conducted on Boger fluids. Comparison between theory and experiment
becomes possible when the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation is used. Of
course, there exist more realistic phenomenological or molecular-theorybased models (Bird et al.20; Tanner22) but they probably lead to a different
stability picture (Larson23).
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Copious literature is available on thermal convection in a layer of
porous medium saturated by a regular viscoelastic fluid. Alishaev and
Mirzadjanzade24 were the first to deal with viscoelastic flows in porous
media for calculations of delay phenomenon in filtration theory. Rudraiah
et al.25 studied thermal convection in a viscoelastic-fluid-saturated porous
layer. A comprehensive review on non-Newtonian fluid flows and heat
transfer in porous media is given by Shenoy26. Kim et al.27 investigated
thermal instability in a porous layer saturated with viscoelastic fluid and it
is found that the overstability is a preferred mode of instability for a
certain range of elastic parameters. Malashetty et al.28 and Shivakumara et
al.29 analyzed the effects of local thermal non-equilibrium on the onset of
convection in a viscoelastic-fluid-saturated porous layer. Zhang et al.30
performed linear and nonlinear thermal stability analyses of a horizontal
layer of an Oldroyd-B fluid in a porous medium heated from below. The
details can be found in the book by Nield and Bejan12.
Nonetheless, the study of thermal convective instability in a
viscoelastic nanofluid saturated porous layer is still in a rudimentary
stage. Sheu31 studied the onset of convection in a horizontal layer of
porous medium saturated with a viscoelastic nanofluid while Yadav et
al.32 extended this study to include the effect of rotation and variations in
thermal conductivity and viscosity. In the latter paper a weakly nonlinear
stability analysis has also been carried out. Shivakumara et al.33 revisited
the problem considered by Sheu31 by using the physically realizable
boundary conditions on the volume fraction of nanoparticles. The effect of
boundary and internal heat source on the onset of Darcy-Brinkman
convection in a porous layer saturated by a nanofluid is studied by Yadav
et al.34 while the onset of convection solely due to internal heating in a
Darcy porous medium saturated with nanofluid is considered by Nield and
Kuznetsov35. Shivakumara and Dhananjaya36 considered the onset of
Brinkman convection in a nanofluid saturated anisotropic porous layer in
the presence of uniform internal heating by considering the flux of the
volume fraction of nanoparticles to be zero on the boundaries.
Despite the importance of internal heat generation in nanofluids,
due attention has not been given to investigate its effect on convective
threshold. Moreover, the previous works have considered the much
simpler case of uniform heat generation. The intent of the present work is
to relax this assumption and consider the variable internal heat source
distribution on the onset of thermal convective instability in an Oldroyd-B
viscoelastic nanofluid-saturated porous layer. In particular, the internal
heating is considered to be a linear function of temperature and as a result
the basic temperature and volume fraction of nanoparticle distributions are
found to vary from linear to nonlinear with respect to porous layer height.
The resulting eigenvalue problem is solved numerically using the
Galerkin method and the results are presented graphically.
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2

Mathematical Formulation

The physical configuration is as shown in figure (1). We consider
a horizontal layer of an incompressible Oldroyd-B nanofluid saturated
Darcy porous medium confined between impermeable boundaries in the
presence of an internal volumetric heat source which varies with
temperature. A Cartesian coordinate system ( x, y, z ) is chosen such that
the origin is at the bottom of the porous layer with the z-axis measuring
vertically upward and the gravity acts in the negative z-direction. The
lower ( z  0 ) and the upper ( z  d ) boundaries are maintained at constant
but different temperatures Th and Tc ( Th ) , respectively. Homogeneity
and local thermal equilibrium in the porous medium are assumed. The
Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation is employed and the overall density
of the nanofluid  is assumed to vary linearly in the form

   p  (1   )  f 1   (T  Th ) ,

(1)

In investigating the problem, the effects of Brownian motion and
thermophoresis are considered. The mass, momentum, thermal energy,
and nanofluid particle conservation equations take the form

Conservation of Mass
  q  0,

(2)

Conservation of Linear Momentum




1  1   p   g    1  2  q ,
t 
K
t 


(3)

Conservation of Energy


 c p
T
  q   T   2T  
t
 c  f



DT
T T   Q T  ,(4)
 DB T 
T0



D
 1
  q     DB 2  T  2T ,
t 
T0

(5)

where Q T  assumed to vary in the form Q T   Q0 T  Th  .
We introduce the dimensionless variables as follows:
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x y z
d 
( x* , y * , z * )  ( , , ) ,
q*    q ,
d d d
 
T  Th
  0
.
* 
, T* 
Th  Tc
0

  
t*   2  t ,
 d 

 K 
p*  
p,
  
(6)

Substituting Eqn. (6) into Eqns. (1)-(5) and neglecting the asterisks for
simplicity, we obtain
  q  0,

(7)









ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
1  1  p  Rm k  Rn k  RtTk   1   2  q ,
t 
t 



M

N
N N
T
 (q )T   2T  B  T  A B T T  RiT ,
t
Le
Le

N

1
 (q )  A  2T   2 ,
t
Le
Le

(8)

(9)
(10)

where
1  1 /  d 2 , Rm  dK  [0  p  (1  0 )  f ]g /  ,

Rt  dK  f Th  Tc  g /  , Rn  Kd (  p   f ) g0 /  ,  2  2 /  d 2 ,
M  / ,

N A  DT (T0  T1 ) / DBT00 ,

N B    c  p 0 /   c  f ,

Le   /  DB and Ri  Q0 d 2 /  . In obtaining Eqn. (8), a term proportional
to the product of  and T is neglected in the spirit of the OberbeckBoussinesq approximation and this is valid in the case of small
temperature gradients in a dilute suspension of nanoparticles (Nield and
Kuznetsov11). It may be interesting to note that Rn involves a different
scaling (a typical nanofluid fraction rather than the difference of two
fractions arising when constant but different nanoparticle volume fractions
are imposed at the boundaries) due to the use of nanoparticle flux
boundary conditions in the present study and hence it cannot be negative.
2.1 Basic state
The basic state is quiescent and given by
qb  0, p  pb ( z ), T  Tb ( z ),   b ( z ),

(11)

where the subscript b denotes the basic state. Substituting Eqn. (11) into
Eqns. (7)-(10), we obtain

dpb
 Rm kˆ  Rnb kˆ  RtTb kˆ  0,
dz
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N dT d
N N  dT 
 B b b  A B  b   RiTb  0,
2
Le dz dz
Le  dz 
dz
2

d 2Tb

NA

d 2Tb d 2b

 0.
dz 2
dz 2

(13)

(14)

Physically more realistic boundary conditions on the nanoparticle volume
fraction are considered as propounded by Nield and Kuznetsov13. That is,
the nanoparticle flux is assumed to be zero rather than prescribing the
volume fraction of nanoparticle on the impermeable boundaries. Thus, we
have

db
dT
 NA b  0
at z  0,
(15a, b)
dz
dz
db
dT
 NA b  0
Tb  1,
at z  1 .
(16a, b)
dz
dz
Solving Eqn. (14) with respect to z and using the boundary condition
(15b), we get
db
dT
 NA b  0 .
(17)
dz
dz
Now, using Eqn. (17) in Eqn. (13), we get
d 2Tb
(18)
 RiTb  0 .
dz 2
On solving Eqn. (18) by using the boundary conditions (15a) and (16a),
we get
Tb   sin Ri z / sin Ri .
(19)
Tb  0,





 

Finally, integrating (17) with respect to z and using (19), we get
b  0  N A sin Ri z / sin Ri .









(20a)

The pressure is of no consequence here as it will be eliminated
subsequently. In the absence of internal heating (i.e., Ri  0 ), Eqns. (19)
and (20), respectively, reduce to
Tb   z and b  0  N A z .
(20b)
Thus the effect of temperature-dependent internal heating is to alter the
basic temperature and volume fraction of nanoparticle distributions from
linear to nonlinear with respect to porous layer height which in turn affect
the stability characteristics of the system significantly.
2.2

Perturbed state

To study the stability of the basic state, we now superimpose perturbations
on the basic state in the form
q  q, p  pb ( z )  p, T  Tb ( z )  T ,   b ( z )   ,
(21)
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where, q, p, T  and   are the perturbed quantities over their
equilibrium counterparts and assumed to be small. Substituting Eqn. (21)
in Eqns. (7)-(10), linearizing and eliminating the pressure term from the
momentum equation by operating curl twice and retaining the vertical
component, we obtain the stability equations in the form


 2


2
2
1  1  Rn H    Rt  H T    1   2   w,
t 
t 





M



(22)

dT  T  N B dTb  
N  d
T  dTb

w   2T   B  b  2 N A b 

 RiT ,
t
dz
Le  dz
dz  z
Le dz z

(23)

  db
N
1

w  A 2T   2  .
t
dz
Le
Le

(24)

It may be observed that Eqns. (23) and (24) are altered slightly due to
change in the boundary conditions on volume fraction of nanoparticles13.
The boundaries are impermeable and perfect conductors of heat. Hence,
the boundary conditions are:
 
T 
 NA
0
at z  0,
(25)
w  0, T   0,
z
z
 
T 
 NA
0
at z  1 .
(26)
w  0, T   0,
z
z
Assuming that the amplitudes of the perturbations are very small, we write

 w, T ,    W ( z), ( z), ( z) e t ilxmy  .

(27)

The time dependence exp (  t ) = exp [(r  i i )t ] includes both the
growth rate r and a possible oscillation with a frequency i / 2 . If the
porous layer is stable, the growth rate r is negative for all wave vectors.

Substituting Eqn. (27) into Eqns. (22)-(24) and in the boundary conditions
(25) and (26), we get

( D 2  a 2 )W  a 2 Rt   a 2 Rn      2 ( D 2  a 2 )W  1 (a 2 Rt   a 2 Rn )  ,
(28)


dTb

dT
N  d
W   D 2  a 2  Ri  B  b  2 N A b
dz
Le  dz
dz




N B dTb
 
 D    Le dz D  M  ,
 
(29)

db
N
1
W  A D2  a2  
D 2  a 2    ,
dz
Le
Le
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and the boundary conditions become
W  0,   0,  D  N A D  0 at z  0,

(31)

W  0,   0,  D  N A D  0 at z  1,

(32)

where, D  d / dz .

3 Numerical Solution
Equations (28)-(30) together with the boundary conditions (31) and (32)
constitute an eigenvalue problem for the complex growth rate parameter
 of the system. The resulting eigenvalue problem is solved numerically
by the Galerkin method. Accordingly, the variables are written in a series
of basis functions as
N

W  z    AW
i i  z ,
i 1

N

  z    Bi i  z ,
i 1

N

  z    Ci i  z ,

(33)

i 1

where Ai , Bi and Ci are unknown constants. The basis functions are
represented by the power series satisfying the respective boundary
conditions
Wi  z   i  z   z i 1  z  ,







(34)



1  z   N A z 2  z , i  z   N A z i / i , i  2,3, 4 

Multiplying Eqn. (28) by W j  z  , Eqn. (29) by  j  z  and Eqn. (30) by

 j  z  , performing the integration by parts with respect to z between
z  0 and 1, and using the boundary conditions, we obtain the following
system of algebraic equations:

Ai C ji  Bi D ji  Ci E ji  { Ai F ji  BiG ji  Ci H ji }

Ai I ji  Bi J ji  Ci K ji   Bi L ji
.

Ai M ji  Bi N ji  Ci Pji  Ci Q ji


(35)

The coefficients C ji  Q ji involve the inner products of the basis
functions and are given by





C ji   DW j DWi  a 2 W jWi , D ji  a 2 Rt W j i ,



E ji  a 2 Rn W j  i , F ji   2 DW j DWi  a 2 W jWi
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G ji  1a 2 Rt W j i ,

dTb
 jWi ,
dz
N db
J ji   D j Di  (a 2  Ri )  j i  B
 j Di
Le dz

H ji  1a 2 Rn W j  i , I ji  

2 N A N B dTb

 j Di
Le
dz
K ji 

,

db
N B dTb
 jWi ,
 j D i , L ji  M  j i , M ji  
dz
Le dz






NA
D j Di  a 2  j i ,
Le
1
Pji  
D j D i  a 2  j  i , Q ji   j  i .
Le
The system of equations given by Eqn. (35) is a generalized eigenvalue
problem which can be written in the form
N ji  



AX   BX ,
where
 C ji

A   I ji

 M ji

(36)
D ji
J ji
N ji

 F ji
E ji 


K ji  ; B   0


Pji 
 0

G ji
L ji
0

H ji 
 Ai 

 
0  and X   Bi  .

C 
Q ji 
 i

We note that A and B are real matrices of order N  N and X is the
eigenvector. By using the subroutine GVLRG of the IMSL library, the
complex eigenvalue  is determined when the other parameters are
specified. Then one of the parameters, say Rt , is varied until the real part

r of  vanishes. The zero crossing of r is achieved by Newton’s
method for fixed point determination. The corresponding value of Rt and
a are the critical conditions for neutral stability. Then the critical
Rayleigh number with respect to the wave number is calculated using the
golden section search method. The imaginary part i of  indicates
whether the instability onsets into steady convection or into growing
oscillations. Thus the critical stability parameters
( Rtc , ac , ic ) are
computed for different values of physical parameters involved therein.
Convergence of the results is achieved by using eight terms in the
Galerkin expansion.
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4

Results and discussion

The influence of temperature-dependent internal heating on the
onset of thermal convection in a horizontal layer of Darcy porous medium
saturated with an Oldroyd-B viscoelastic nanofluid is investigated. The
flux of volume fraction of nanoparticles is considered to be zero at the
impermeable isothermal boundaries of the porous layer. The resulting
eigenvalue problem is solved numerically by employing the Galerkin
method. The parametric values vary with the base fluid and nanoparticles
chosen. The ratio of density of the nanoparticles to that of a base fluid for
Cu (copper) and Ag (silver) is 8.96 and 10.5, respectively. The ratio of
heat capacity based on the volume fraction of nanoparticles to that of a
base fluid is 0.83 for Cu and 0.59 for Ag. Following Buongiorno7, Tzou8,
9
and Nield and Kuznetsov13, the range of other parameters are taken as
follows: concentration Darcy-Rayleigh number Rn in the order 1 10,
3
102 and the
modified particle density increment N B in the order 10
Lewis number Le in the order of 1 10. The value of modified diffusivity
ratio N A is not more than 10.

For regular fluids in the absence of internal heating ( Ri  0) , exact
solution can readily be obtained with W = sin  z =  as the eigenfunction
and the critical stability parameters are found to be





( 2  ac2 ) M  ( 2  ac2 ) 2 

Rtc 
2

ac 1

M

2
2
ac    
.
2


2
2
(  ac )(1   2 )  M

ic2 

1  2 M


(37)

In table (1), the results computed for different orders of approximations in
the Galerkin expansion are compared with those obtained from Eqn. (37)
for different values of  2 when 1 =1 = M to check the accuracy of the
numerical procedure employed. It is noted that the exact results and those
obtained by considering six terms in the Galerkin expansion complement
with each other. The numerically computed triplets ( Rtc , ac , ic ) at
different orders of approximation in the Galerkin expansion for various
2
values
of
for
the
full
problem
with

N A  2 , Rn  1 , Ri  7 , N B  0.01 , 1  1 , Le  1 and M  1 are tabulated
in table (2). From the table it is observed that the results converge for
eight terms in the Galerkin expansion. Thus more number of terms in the
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Galerkin expansion is needed to obtain the convergent results in the
presence of internal heating. Hence, the results are presented by taking
eight terms in the Galerkin expansion, in general.
The effect of internal heating is to alter the basic temperature and
volume fraction of nanoparticle distributions to deviate from linear to
nonlinear in the vertical coordinate z which in turn has significant
influence on the stability of the system. To assess the impact of internal
heating on the criterion for the onset of convection, the distributions of
dimensionless basic temperature Tb ( z ) and volume fraction of
nanoparticle b ( z )  0 are exhibited graphically in figures (2a) and (2b),
respectively. It is observed that an increase in the internal Rayleigh
number Ri (figure (2a)) and the modified diffusivity ratio N A (figure
(2b)) amount to large deviations in the basic temperature and volume
fraction of nanoparticle distributions, respectively. Thus the effect of
increasing Ri and N A enhance the disturbances throughout the nanofluid
saturated porous layer.
Figures (3 (a-h)) show the neutral stability curves in the ( Rt , a ) plane for different values of stress relaxation parameter 1 (figure (3a)),
strain retardation parameter  2 (figure (3b)), modified diffusivity ratio

N A (figure (3c)), concentration Darcy-Rayleigh number Rn (figure (3d)),
Lewis number Le (figure (3e)), modified particle density increment
N B (figure (3f)), effective heat capacity ratio M (figure (3g)) and internal
Rayleigh number Ri (figure (3h)). Figures (3a) and (3b) reveal that
oscillatory convection is possible only if 2 < 1 as observed in the case
of regular fluids. Moreover, 1 and 2 have opposing contributions on
the stability of the system. That is, increasing 1 is to decrease the region
of stability, while the effect of 2 is to increase the region of stability.
Besides, there exists a critical value of 1 (= 0.2445) above which
oscillatory convection is possible and below which stationary convection
occurs (figure (3a)) for the chosen parametric values. To the contrary,
there exists a critical value of 2 (= 0.8236) below which oscillatory
convection is possible and above which stationary convection occurs for
the parametric values chosen (figure (3b)). That is, oscillatory convection
occurs for comparatively stronger elastic fluids at thermal Darcy-Rayleigh
numbers lower than that of stationary convection. From figures (3c), (3d),
(3e) and (3h) it is observed that oscillatory convection is predicted for all
wave numbers and increasing N A , Rn , Le and Ri is to decrease the
region of stability in both oscillatory and steady case. But, it is found that
the effect of N B (figure (3f)) is negligible on the stability of the system.
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Increase in M is to increase only the oscillatory thermal Darcy-Rayleigh
number and hence its effect is to increase the region of stability (figure
(3g)). In these figures, the solid lines correspond to Newtonian case
( 1   2 ). Due to consideration of the changed boundary conditions on
volume fraction of nanoparticles, Rn cannot assume negative values and
hence instability is found to appear in non-oscillatory form in the absence
of viscoelastic effects.
The variation of critical thermal Darcy-Rayleigh number Rtc , the
corresponding critical wave number ac and the critical frequency of
oscillations ic as a function  2 is displayed in figures (4)-(8) for various
values of physical parameters to know their influence on the stability
characteristics of the system. In these figures, the curves lying to the left
of the discontinuity in slope of Rtc (shown by dotted lines) correspond to
oscillatory onset, while to the right the onset is of stationary type
(continuous line). In general, the elasticity parameters 1 and  2 have no
influence on the onset of stationary convection. Thus, there is no
distinction between the Newtonian nanofluid and viscoelastic nanofluid as
far as stationary convection is concerned. This is because the basic state
remains the same for both Newtonian and viscoelastic nanofluids as it
corresponds to pure conduction. The curves of ic are ending at points
beyond which the frequency of oscillations is zero.
Figure (4) shows the results for different values of 1
when Rn  1 , Le  1 , N A  2 , N B  0.01 , M  3 for two values of Ri = 0
and 3. For a fixed value of 2 and Ri , the effect of increasing 1 is to
decrease Rtc and therefore its effect is to hasten the onset of oscillatory
convection. This may be attributed to the fact that the relaxation time
reduces the shear rate (i.e., increases the elasticity of a viscoelastic fluid)
thus causing instability. To the contrary, an opposite trend could be seen
with increasing 2 and also its value up to which oscillatory convection is
preferred increases with increasing 1 . In other words, for a fixed value of

1 , there exists a value 2 =  2 at which the preferred mode of instability
changes from oscillatory to stationary onset. Initially, convection begins
c

in the form of an oscillatory mode, and as the value of  2 reaches  2 ,
convection ceases to be oscillatory, and thereafter stationary convection
c

c
prevails. The value of  2 depends on other physical parameters as well.

From figure (4a), it is also evident that increase in the value of Ri is to
hasten both stationary and oscillatory convection and also to decrease the
c
value of  2 . The critical wave number ac (figure (4b)) and the critical
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frequency of oscillations ic (figure (4c)) decrease with increasing  2 .
The curves of ac drop suddenly as the instability switches over from
oscillatory to stationary convection at different values of  2 and in the
figure the vertical lines represent this behaviour. Furthermore, there is no
noticeable change in ac with increasing 1 but with respect to Ri , ac has
mixed behaviour in oscillatory convection and decreases in steady
convection or in Newtonian case. The values of critical frequency of
oscillations ic increase with increasing 1 due to an increase in the
elasticity of the fluid and the same is evident from figure (4c). From the
same figure it is also evident that ic decreases with increasing Ri .
The effect of ratio of heat capacities M and internal Rayleigh
Ri is
number
presented
in
figure
(5)
when Rn  1,
Le  1, N A  1, N B  0.01 and 1  0.5 as a function of  2 . The internal

Rayleigh number Ri affects the onset of both stationary and oscillatory
convection whereas M affects only the onset of oscillatory convection.
From figure (5a) it is evident that increase in the value of Ri is to hasten
the onset of both oscillatory and stationary convection and increasing
M is to delay the onset of oscillatory convection. Although increase in
both Ri and M shows opposite trend on the onset of convection, the
range of values of  2 within which oscillatory convection is possible
gets decreased. The critical wave number ac increases with increasing
M while Ri shows a mixed behaviour depending on the values of 1 in

the case of oscillatory onset (figure (5b)). The effect of increasing Ri is to
decrease the value of ac and hence its effect is to increase the size of
convection cells. From figure (5c) it is evident that increase in the values
of both Ri and M is to decrease the critical frequency.
The effect of modified diffusivity ratio N A is presented in figure
(6) for two values of

internal Rayleigh number Ri (= 0 and 3)

when Rn  1, Le  1, 1  0.7 , M  3 and N B  0.01 .

The

effect

of

increasing N A is to hasten the onset of oscillatory and stationary
convection nearly to the same extent. That is thermophoresis dominates
over the Brownian diffusion to diffuse the nanoparticles as a result
increase in N A hastens the onset. The effect of increasing  2 is to delay
the onset of oscillatory convection and opposite is the case with
increasing Ri . The value of  2 , at which the preferred mode of instability
from oscillatory to stationary convection decreases with increasing Ri but
the effect of N A in effecting this is marginal. Figures (6b) and (6c) show
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the variation of critical wave number ac and critical frequency ic . The
effect of increase in the values of both internal Rayleigh number and N A
is to decrease the value of ac in both stationary and oscillatory onset.
However the effect of ac with respect to Ri is marginal in the case of
oscillatory onset. The critical frequency of oscillations ic increases with
decreasing Ri and is marginal with respect to N A (figure (6c)).
Figure (7) illustrates the results for different values of
concentration
Darcy-Rayleigh
number Rn
when N A  1, Le  1 , 1  0.7 , M  3 and N B  0.01 for two values of

Ri (= 0 and 3). From figure (7a) it is noted that the onset of convective
instability for both steady and oscillatory onset is hastened with increasing
concentration Darcy Rayleigh number Rn . This is because increase in the
density of nanoparticles is to enhance the heat transfer and hence to
advance the onset of convection. Also, increase in Ri is to decrease the
threshold value of  2 at which the preferred mode of instability changes
but the influence of Rn in effecting this is found to be marginal. Increase
in the value of Rn and Ri is to decrease ac in both oscillatory and
stationary. Also, increase in the value of Ri suppresses the effect of Rn on

ac in both the cases (figure (7b)). The critical frequency of oscillation
increases with decreasing Ri and found negligible influence of Rn (figure
(7c)).
Figure (8) demonstrates the effect of Lewis number Le for two
Ri
values
of
(=
0
and
3)
when N A  1, Rn  2, 1  0.8 , M  3 and N B  0.01 . As seen from figure
(8a), increase in Le hastens the onset of oscillatory and stationary
convection as thermal diffusion is dominated over Brownian diffusion.
From the figure it is also noted that the influence of Le on the onset of
stationary convection is more pronounced than on the oscillatory
convection. The value of  2 at which the preferred mode of instability
changes decreases significantly with an increase in the value of Le and
Ri . In case of oscillatory convection, the critical wave number increases
with increasing Le and found opposite behaviour in the stationary onset
(figure (8b)). However, the effect of Le on ac is found more dominating
in the absence of internal heating. The critical frequency decreases with
increasing Le and Ri (figure (8c)).
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5

Conclusions

The onset of convection in a horizontal layer of Darcy porous
medium saturated with an Oldroyd-B viscoelastic nanofluid is
investigated in the presence of internal heat source which varies linearly
with temperature. The flux of volume fraction of nanoparticles is
considered to be zero on the boundaries; a physically realistic boundary
condition. The generalized eigenvalue problem is solved numerically
using the Galerkin method.
The results of the forgoing study may be summarized as follows:
(i) The oscillatory convection is possible only if the strain retardation
parameter 2 is less than the stress relaxation parameter 1 and
also when 2 is less than a threshold value which in turn depends
on the other parametric values. The parameters 1 and 2 have
opposing contributions on the onset of oscillatory convection.
Increase in the value of 2 , ratio of heat capacities M is to delay
the onset of oscillatory convection.
(ii) The effect of increasing modified diffusivity ratio N A ,
concentration Darcy-Rayleigh number Rn , internal Rayleigh
number Ri and Lewis number Le is to hasten the onset of both
oscillatory and stationary convection. The effect N B is found to be
insignificant and effect of Le is more pronounced in the stationary
convection compared to its influence on the oscillatory onset.
(iii) The range of 2 within which oscillatory convection is preferred
gets decreased with increasing Le , Ri and M . In contrast to this,
the range of 2 increases with increasing 1 .
(iv) The effect of increasing 2 is to increase the size of convection
cells in the oscillatory onset whereas opposite trend with increase
in the value of M and 1 . The effect of increasing Ri is to
increase the size of convection cells of both stationary and
oscillatory onset and similar is the case with N A and Rn . Increase
in the value of Le amounts to decrease the size of convection
cells of oscillatory onset but increases the size of convection cells
of steady onset.
(v) The values of critical wave number for the oscillatory onset are
higher than those of stationary onset.
(vi) The critical frequency of oscillations ic decreases with
increasing 2 , Le , Ri and M . To the contrary, increase in the
value of 1 is to increase the value of ic
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Rtc , ac and ic for different orders of approximations in the
Galerkin expansion for regular fluids ( N A  0) in the absence of internal heat source
Table 1: Comparison of
with M  1

 2  0.3

 2  0.1

N

 2  0.5

Rtc

ac

ic

Rtc

ac

ic

Rtc

ac

ic

1

5.8284

3.760

14.3958

13.9282

3.398

6.8514

21.9544

3.310

4.3539

2

5.8284

3.760

14.3958

13.9282

3.398

6.8514

21.9544

3.310

4.3539

3

5.7747

3.742

14.3126

13.7711

3.379

6.8071

21.6934

3.290

4.3236

4

5.7747

3.742

14.3126

13.7711

3.379

6.8071

21.6934

3.290

4.3236

5

5.7747

3.741

14.3102

13.7709

3.378

6.8060

21.6931

3.290

4.3236

6

5.7747

3.741

14.3102

13.7709

3.378

6.8060

21.6931

3.290

4.3236

Exact
Solution

5.7747

3.742

14.3120

13.770

3.378

6.8067

21.6931

3.290

4.3236
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Table 2: Comparison of Rtc , ac and ic for different orders of approximations in
the
Galerkin
expansion
for
nanofluids
with N A  2 , Rn  1 , Ri  7 , N B  0.01 , 1  1 , Le  1 and M  1

 2  0.3

N

 2  0.5

 2  0.7

Rtc

ac

ic

Rtc

ac

ic

Rtc

ac

ic

1

4.9209

2.945

4.6609

8.9723

2.735

2.8451

12.9777

2.633

1.6582

2

2.4426

3.728

6.1837

5.6476

3.396

3.8047

8.8071

3.236

2.2684

3

2.4744

3.682

6.1516

5.6651

3.337

3.6756

8.8047

3.171

2.2448

4

2.3059

3.703

6.1473

5.4180

3.364

3.7804

8.4825

3.200

2.2515

5

2.3041

3.709

6.1513

5.4168

3.367

3.7821

8.4816

3.202

2.2523

6

2.3028

3.709

6.1511

5.4148

3.368

3.7820

8.4790

3.202

2.2523

7

2.3027

3.709

6.1512

5.4147

3.368

3.7821

8.4789

3.202

2.2524

8

2.3027

3.709

6.1512

5.4147

3.368

3.7821

8.4789

3.203

2.2524

Figure 1: Physical configuration.
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Figure 2: Distributions of basic state (a) temperature Tb ( z ) for different
values of Ri , and (b) volumetric fraction of nanoparticle b ( z )  0 for
different values of Ri .
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Figure 3: Neutral
curves for different values of (a)
1 with N A  2, Rn  1 , Ri  3 , N B  0.01,  2  0.1, Le  1 and M  3 (b)

2

with N A  2, Rn  1 , Ri  3 ,

N B  0.01, 1  1, Le  1 and M  3
(c) N A with Rn  1 , Ri  3 , N B  0.01, Le  1 , 1  1 ,  2  0.5 and
M  3 (d) Rn with N A  2, Ri  3 , N B  0.01 , Le  1 , 1  1 ,  2  0.5
and M  3
(e) Le with Rn  2, N A  2, Ri  3 , N B  0.01, 1  1 ,  2  0.5 and

NB
N A  2, Le  1 ,
(f)
with
M 3
Rn  1, Ri  3 , M  3, 1  1 and  2  0.5 (g) M with N A  2, Le  1 ,
Rn  2, Ri  3 , N B  0.01, 1  1 and  2  0.5
Ri
(h)
with
Rn  1, N A  2, Le  1 , N B  0.01, 1  1 ,  2  0.5 and M  3 .
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Figure 4: Variation of (a) Rtc (b) ac (c) ic with  2 for different values
of 1 when Rn  1 , Le  1 , N A  2 , N B  0.01 and M  3 .
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Figure 5: Variation of (a) Rtc (b) ac (c) ic with  2 for different values
of M when Rn  1, Le  1, N A  1, N B  0.01 and 1  0.5 .
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Figure 6: Variation of (a) Rtc (b) ac (c) ic with  2 for different values
of N A when Rn  1, Le  1, M  3 , 1  0.7 and N B  0.01 .
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Figure 7: Variation of (a) Rtc (b) ac (c) ic with  2 for different values
of Rn when N A  1, Le  1, 1  0.7 , M  3 and N B  0.01.
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ABSTRACT:
A single-phase model that is augmented with information on
thermophysical properties of carrier liquid and nanoparticles is
used to study Rayleigh-Benard convection. Thermophysical
properties are modelled using phenomenological relations and
results from mixture theory. Actual values of thermophysical
quantities of carrier liquid and nanoparticles in the case of five
nanoliquids are considered to keep the problem as realistic as
possible. The regular perturbation method is used to arrive at the
real Ginzburg-Landau equation. The Nusselt number quantifies the
heat transport in the system. Enhancement of heat transport due to
the presence of nanoparticles is clearly explained by considering
different concentrations of the nanoparticles. Five nanoliquids are
considered for investigation and it is found that enhanced heat
transport is seen in all of them compared to what is observed in the
corresponding carrier liquids without the nanoparticles. Further,
water-silver transports maximum heat while water-titania
transports the least amongst all the nanoliquids considered. The
paper is the first such work that attempts to theoretically explain,
using a single-phase model, enhanced heat transport by RayleighBenard convection.
This article is to be cited as:
Siddheshwar P G, Meenakshi N, Kakimoto Y and Nakayama A.
Study of heat transport in Newtonian water-based nanoliquids using
single-phase model and Ginzburg-Landau approach, Bangalore;
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Nomenclature
Latin
A1
g
J
Nu
p
Pr
q
r
R
T
u
w
x
X
z
Z

symbols
amplitudes of linear regime
acceleration due to gravity (0, 0, −g)
Jacobian
Nusselt number
dynamic pressure
Prandtl number
velocity vector (u, 0, w)
scaled thermal Rayleigh number
thermal Rayleigh number
dimensional temperature
horizontal velocity
vertical velocity
horizontal coordinate
non-dimensional horizontal coordinate
vertical coordinate
non-dimensional vertical coordinate

Greek symbols
α
wave number
β
coefficient of thermal expansion
Cp heat capacity
χ
nanoparticle volume fraction
k
thermal conductivity
µ
dynamic coefficient of viscosity
ν
kinematic viscosity
ψ
dimensional stream function
Ψ
non-dimensional stream function
ρ
density
Θ
non-dimensional temperature
Subscripts and Superscripts
b
basic state
l
carrier liquid
nl nanoliquid
0
perturbed state
0
at reference temperature, T0
s
solid nanoparticles

1

Introduction

The classical Rayleigh-Bénard problem due to bottom heating is widely known and
well understood.1, 2 Thermoconvecitve instability in nanoliquids is studied using
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one of the following two models:
(i) Buongiorno two-phase model3 and
(ii) Khanafer-Vafai-Lightstone single-phase model.4
In the paper we restrict our literature survey to single-phase models only. In the
single-phase model, particles are in thermal equilibrium with the carrier liquid
and in the case of two-phase model, there is non-equilibrium. Using the KhanaferVafai-Lightstone model, Tiwari and Das5 investigated natural convection of nanoliquids in an enclosure with heating and cooling at the vertical plates. Different
types of nanoparticles were considered by Oztop and Abu-Nada6 to examine the
heat transfer and fluid flow due to buoyancy forces in a partially heated enclosure.
Ghasemi and Aminossadati7 considered an inclined enclosure filled with a waterCuO nanoliquid to study the natural convection heat transfer. Abu-Nada et al.8
worked on the effect of nanoparticles on natural convection of Newtonian liquid in
enclosures. It was observed that enclosures having high aspect ratios experience
more deterioration in the average Nusselt number when compared to enclosures
having low aspect ratios. Sheikhzadeh et al.9 studied natural convection heat
transfer of Al2 O3 − EG − water nanofluid in a rectangular enclosure. From the
literature survey it is evident that many researchers have considered water-based
nanoliquids occupying a square enclosure in studying natural convection (10–14 and
references therein) with heating from sides.
Corcione15 in his paper on Rayleigh-Bénard convection of nanoliquids adopted
two empirical equations from earlier works (4, 5, 15 ) for the evaluation of the effective value of nanoliquid thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity based on a
wide variety of experimental data reported in the literature. The other effective
properties were evaluated by the traditional mixing theory. Park16 investigated
Rayleigh-Bénard convection of nanoliquids using a single-phase continuum model
but with thermophysical properties assumed to be that of nanoliquids rather than
that of carrier liquids. The study predicts enhancement of heat transfer. Kakac
and Pramuanjaroenkij17 considered both single-phase and two phase model in their
paper and summarize results on nanoliquid preparations, properties, experimental
and numerical heat transfer behaviors. Laminar forced convection and heat transfer of water-CuO was investigated by Rashidi et al.18 In this paper single-phase
and two-phase models were considered and their results were compared. A good
account of many aspects of enhanced heat transfer in nanoliquids is discussed in
the books by Minkowycz et al.19 and Bianco et al.20
The Ginzburg Landau equation has many applications, viz., nonlinear optics
with dissipation or the theory of superconductivity. A set of modified GinzburgLandau equations describing onset of convection is derived by Bernoff.21 Mielke22
gives details about the application of Ginzburg-Landau equation as a modulation
equation. A series solution for the Ginzburg-Landau equation with a time-periodic
coefficient is explained by Siddheshwar.23
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In the present paper we focus attention on Real Ginzburg-Landau equation
which is used to find the heat transport through Nusselt number. Actual values
of the thermophysical properties (see Siddheshwar and Meenakshi24 ) have been
used to estimate heat transport in five nanoliquids as against heat transport by
the carrier liquids in the absence of nanoparticles. The results of the study have
possible implications in heat removal systems.

2

Mathematical formulation

We consider an infinite extent horizontal nanoliquid layer of thickness, h, whose
lower and upper bounding planes are at z = 0 and z = h respectively (see figure
(1)). The nanoliquid is assumed to be a viscous, Newtonian liquid. The upper
and lower boundaries are maintained at constant temperatures T0 and T0 + ∆T
(∆T > 0 ) respectively. For mathematical tractability we confine ourselves to
two-dimensional longitudinal rolls so that all physical quantities are independent
of y, a horizontal co-ordinate. The boundaries are assumed to be stress-free and
isothermal. In this paper we assume µnl and αnl to be constants. However, these
vary with χ, kl , knp , ρl , ρnp , (Cp)l , and (Cp)np . We assume that the OberbeckBoussinesq approximation is valid and that there is thermal equilibrium between
the Newtonian carrier liquid and the nanoparticles. The governing equations describing the Rayleigh-Bénard instability situation in a Newtonian nanoliquid with
constant viscosity are:
Conservation of Mass
∇ · ~q = 0,
Conservation of Momentum


∂~q
ρnl
+ (~q.∇)~q = −∇p + µnl ∇2 ~q + [ρnl − (ρβ)nl (T − T0 )] ~g ,
∂t

(1)

(2)

Conservation of Energy
∂T
+ (~q.∇)T = αnl ∇2 T,
∂t

(3)

where the nanoliquid properties are obtained from either phenomenological laws
or mixture theory as given below:
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a. Phenomenological laws:
µnl
µl

=

knl
kl

=

1
(Brinkman model25 ),
(1 − χ)2.5




knp
knp
kl + 2 − 2χ 1 − k
l




knp
knp
+2 +χ 1−
kl
kl

(4)

(5)

(Hamilton-Crosser model for stagnant conditions26 ).
b. Mixture theory:
αnl =
ρnl
=
ρl
(ρCp )nl
=
(ρCp )l
(ρβ)nl
=
(ρβ)l


knl 


(ρCp )nl 



ρnp 


(1 − χ) + χ

ρl 
.
(ρCp )np 

(1 − χ) + χ

(ρCp )l 




(ρβ)np 


(1 − χ) + χ

(ρβ)l

(6)

The expression for effective viscosity and effective thermal conductivity is applicable for spherical-particles suspended in a carrier liquid. These models are discussed
in detail by Khanafer et. al.4
Assuming the temperature and volumetric fraction of the nanoparticles to be constants at the stree-free boundaries, we may assume the boundary conditions on T
to be:
)
T = T0 + 4T, at z = 0
.
(7)
T = T0 , at z = h
Taking the velocity, temperature and density fields in the quiescent basic state to
be qb (z) = (0, 0), Tb (z) and ρb (z), we obtain the quiescent state solution in the
form:

qb = (0, 0)

Tb = RT0 + ∆T f ( hz )
,
(8)

pb = − ρb ( hz )gdz + C
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z  
z
= 1−
and C is the constant of integration. On the quiescent
where f
h
h
basic state we superimpose perturbation in the form:

q = qb + q 0



T = Tb ( hz ) + T 0
.
(9)
ρ = ρb ( hz ) + ρ0 


p = pb ( hz ) + p0
Since we consider only two-dimensional disturbances, we introduce stream function
as follows:
∂ψ 0 0 ∂ψ 0
u0 = −
,w =
.
(10)
∂z
∂x
These satisfy Eqn. (1) in the perturbed state. Eliminating the pressure in Eqn. (2),
incorporating the quiescent state solution and non-dimensionalizing the resulting
equations as well as Eqn. (3) using the following definition
(X, Z) =

x z 
αl
ψ0
T0
,
, τ = 2 t, Ψ = , Θ =
,
h h
h
αl
∆T

(11)

we obtain the dimensionless form of the vorticity and heat transport equations as
follows :
1 ∂
∂Θ
1
(∇2 Ψ) = a1 ∇4 Ψ + a21 Rnl
−
J(Ψ, ∇2 Ψ),
P rnl ∂τ
∂X
P rnl
a21 Rnl

∂Ψ
∂Θ
= a21 Rnl
+ a31 Rnl ∇2 Θ − a21 Rnl J(Ψ, Θ),
∂τ
∂X

(12)
(13)

where
µnl 



ρnl αnl 








knp

3χ
1
−



kl

1 − 








knp
knp


+2 +χ 1−


kl
kl


a1 =


(ρCp )np

(1 − χ) + χ
.
(ρCp )l



(ρβ)nl g∆T h3 


Rnl =


αnl µnl





∂Ψ
∂Ψ




∂X
∂Z



J(Ψ, ...) =




∂
∂

(...)
(...) 
∂X
∂Z
P rnl =
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Eqn. (13) has been multiplied by a21 Rnl to make the linear matrix differential
operator symmetric.
Equations (12)-(13) are solved using the boundary/periodicity conditions



∂Ψ
∂2

= Θ = 0 at Z = 0, 1
Ψ=

∂Z 2 ∂X
.
(15)





2π
2π

Ψ X±
, Z = Ψ(X, Z), Θ X ±
, Z = Θ(X, Z)
πκc
πκc
We now use the following asymptotic expansion in Eqns. (12), (13) and (15):

R=
R0 + 2 R2 + ...

2
3
(16)
Ψ = Ψ1 +  Ψ2 +  Ψ3 + ... ,


2
3
Θ = Θ1 +  Θ2 +  Θ3 + ...
where R0 is the critical value of the Rayleigh number at which convection sets in.
Let us now take


∂
4
2
a1 R0
 a1 5
∂X 


T
Vi = [Ψi , Θi ] and L = 



∂
a21 R0
a31 R0 52 .
∂X
We use the time variation only at the slow time scale which is taken to be τ1 = 2 τ .
Substituting τ, Eqns. (16) in Eqns. (12)-(13) and comparing the like powers of 
on both sides of the resulting equation, we get the following equations at various
orders:
First order system:
LV1 = 0,

(17)

LV2 = [R21 , R22 ]T ,

(18)

LV3 = [R31 , R32 ]T ,

(19)

Second order system:
Third order system:
where
R21 = 0, R22 =

a21 R0




∂Ψ1 ∂Θ1 ∂Ψ1 ∂Θ1
−
,
∂X ∂Z
∂Z ∂X



∂Θ1 
1 ∂

∇2 Ψ1 − a21 R2
P rnl ∂τ1
∂X 

 .
∂Θ1 ∂Ψ1 ∂Θ2 


R32 = a21 R0
+
∂τ1
∂X ∂Z

(20)

R31 =
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The first, second and third order system of equations are subject to the following
conditions obtained from Eqns. (15) and (16)
∂ 2 Ψi
= Θi = 0 at Z = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3),
∂Z 2

Ψi =

(22)

The solutions of the first order and second order systems subjected to the conditions given in Eqn. (22) are given by

Ψ1 =
A(τ1 ) sin(πκX) sin(πZ)
,
(23)
πκ
Θ1 =
A(τ1 ) cos(πκX) sin(πZ)
2
a1 δ

Ψ2 = 0

2
2
,
(24)
−πκ A
sin(2πZ)
Θ2 =

2
2
8δ a1
The first order system gives us the critical value of the Rayleigh number and the
wave number for stationary onset which is given by:
R0 =

δ6
1
, κc = √ , where δ 2 = π 2 (κ2c + 1).
π 2 κ2
2

(25)

We are not interested in the solution of the third order system. However, for
the purpose of determining the amplitude it is sufficient to consider the Fredholm
solvability condition which for the present problem is :
Z

1

Z=0

Z

2
κ

h

i
Ψ̂R31 + Θ̂R32 dXdZ = 0,

(26)

X=0

where Ψ̂1 and Θ̂1 are the solutions of adjoint of the first order system. On substituting Eqns. (21) into Eqn. (26) and completing the integration, we get the
Ginzburg-Landau equation for stationary instability in the form:
 
dA
R2
= Q1
A − Q2 A3 ,
(27)
dτ1
R0
where
Q1 =

a1 δ 2 P rnl
(P rnl + 1)

and Q2 =

π 2 κ2 P rnl
.
8a1 (P rnl + 1)

(28)

The Ginzburg-Landau equation given by (27) is the Bernoulli equation which is
analytically tractable subject to the initial condition A(0) = A0 , where A0 is a
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chosen initial amplitude of convection. The solution of Eqn. (27) is given by
√
2 2A0 a1 δe(Q1 τ1 )
.
(29)
A(τ1 ) = q
A20 κ2 π 2 e(2Q1 τ1 ) + 8a21 δ 2 − A20 κ2 π 2
In calculations we have assumed R2 = R0 to keep the parameters to the minimum.
In the next section we quantify the heat transport in terms of the Nusselt number
at the lower boundary within a wave-length distance in the horizontal direction.

3

Estimation of enhanced heat transport in
nanoliquids at lower plate

The horizontally-averaged Nusselt number, N unl , for the stationary mode of convection is given by
Z 2

κc ∂Θ2
dX 
knl 
∂Z
 0

,
(30)
N unl (τ1 ) = 1 +

Z 2
kl  κc dΘb

dX
dZ
0
Z=0
where Θb =
tion, we get

Tb − T0
. Substituting (24) in Eqn. (30) and completing the integra∆T


knl π 2 κ2c
N unl (τ1 ) = 1 +
A2 ,
kl 4δ 2 a21
 2 2
π κc
= 1 + [a1 a2 ]
A2 ,
4δ 2 a21

where
a2 = (1 − χ) + χ

(ρCp )np
.
(ρCp )l

(31)

(32)

With the necessary background for analysing the results prepared in the previous
sections, in what follows we discuss the results obtained and make a few conclusions.

4

Results and discussion

Rayleigh-Bénard convection in nanoliquids is studied in the paper using the KhanaferVafai-Lightstone single-phase model with thermophysical properties determined
from phenomenological laws and mixture theory. Ginzburg-Landau equation is
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used to find the heat transport through Nusselt number, N unl . Natural convection in nanoliquids with dilute concentrations of nanoparticles is known to be the
preferred working medium in most heat transfer studies aiming enhanced heat
transfer. The Nusselt number for water based nanoliquids is calculated for different τ1 for volume fraction, χ = 0.1 and listed in the table (1). From the table (1)
it is clear that water-titania transports least heat where as water-silver transports
maximum heat. From this table it is clear that the nanoliquid which has higher
thermal conductivity transports maximum heat. Further, the heat transported by
water, in the presence of nanoparticles for all the five nanoliquids is greater than
that in their absence.
Figure (2) depicts that Nusselt number increase with increase in volume fraction, χ which essentially means that assition of nanoparticles leads to enhancement
of heat transfer.
Figures (3)-(7) are the plots of stream lines for water based nanoliquids, for
volume fraction χ = 0.06 and χ = 0.1. From the figure (3) we may conclude that
convective activity is deep into the center of the cell as we increase nanoparticle
concentration. Also from these figures we can observe that convective activity is
deep into the center of the cell in the case of water-silver nanoliquid and convective
activity is less into the center of the cell in the case of water-titania. The results
are true for all the nanoliquids considered.

5

Conclusion
1. Rnlc < Rlc .
2. N unl > N ul .
3. It is found, in general, that water-silver has the most enhanced heat transport while water-titania has the least amongst the five nanoliquids considered.
4. The results of single-phase model are qualitatively similar to that of twophase model.
5. Buongiorno two-phase model ia an alternative way of studying RyleighBénard convection in nanoliquids. In the absence of experimental works
on heat transport in nanoliquids by Rayleigh-Bénard convection, it remains
to be seen whether the single-phase or the two-phase model is best suited
as a mathematical model for studying heat transfer in nanoliquids.
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Table 1: Values of Nusselt number, N unl for water-based nanoliquids for
volume fraction, χ = 0.1
Nanoliquids

P rnl

knl

Water-Copper
Water-Copper Oxide
Water-Silver
Water-Alumina
Water-Titania

3.24
3.81
2.91
4.49
4.56

0.81630
0.81198
0.81636
0.80726
0.77713

Liquid

P rl

kl
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Figure 1: Physical configuration.
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Figure 2: Variation of N unl with time τ1 for different values of χ, for (a)
water-titania, (b) water-alumina, (c) water-copper oxide, (d) water-copper
and (e) water-silver nanoliquids.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ =
0.06 and (b) χ = 0.1, for water-titania nanoliquid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ =
0.06 and (b) χ = 0.1, for water-alumina nanoliquid.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ =
0.06 and (b) χ = 0.1, for water-copper oxide nanoliquid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ =
0.06 and (b) χ = 0.1, for water-copper nanoliquid.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ =
0.06 and (b) χ = 0.1, for water-silver nanoliquid.
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ABSTRACT:
A two-phase model that is augmented with information on
thermophysical properties of base liquid and nanoparticles is used
to study Rayleigh-Benard convection. Thermophysical properties
are modelled using phenomenological relations and results from
mixture theory. Actual values of thermophysical quantities of base
liquid and nanoparticles in the case of five nanoliquids are
considered to keep the problem as realistic as possible. The regular
perturbation method is used to arrive at the real Ginzburg-Landau
equation. The Nusselt number quantifies the heat transport in the
system. Enhancement of heat transport due to the presence of
nanoparticles is clearly explained by considering different
concentrations of the nanoparticles. Five nanoliquids are
considered for investigation and it is found that enhanced heat
transport is seen in all of them compared to what is observed in the
corresponding base liquid without the nanoparticles. Further,
water-silver transports maximum heat while water-titania
transports the least amongst all the nanoliquids considered.
The paper is the first such work that attempts to theoretically
explain, using a two-phase model, enhanced heat transport by
Rayleigh-Benard convection.
This article is to be cited as:
Siddheshwar P G, Kanchana C, Kakimoto Y and Nakayama A. Study
of heat transport in Newtonian water-based nanoliquids using twophase model and Ginzburg-Landau approach, Bangalore; Vijnana
Bharathi, 1 (2): 102-119, 2016.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
A scaled amplitude
C heat capacity
D
diffusion coefficient
Le Lewis number
NA modified diffusivity ratio
NB modified particle density increment
N u Nusselt number
P r Prandtl number
R
Rayleigh number
T
dimensional Temperature
X
non-dimensional horizontal coordinate
Z
non-dimensional vertical coordinate
d
the diameter
~g
acceleration due to gravity, (0, 0, −g)
h
dimensional liquid layer depth
k
thermal conductivity
kB0 Boltzmann constant
p
dimensional dynamic pressure
q
velocity vector, (u, 0, w)
t
dimensional time
u
dimensional horizontal velocity
w
dimensional vertical velocity
x
dimensional horizontal coordinate
z
dimensional vertical coordinate
Greek symbols
α thermal diffusivity
β coefficient of thermal expansion
∆ difference in two values
ν kinematic viscosity
µ dynamic coefficient of viscosity
Θ non-dimensional temperature
ρ density
κ wave number
τ non-dimensional time
χ non-dimensional nanoparticle volume fraction
Ψ non-dimensional stream function
ψ dimensional stream function
Φ non-dimensional concentration of nanoparticle
φ dimensional concentration of nanoparticle
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Subscripts and Superscripts
b
basic state
bl base liquid
B Brownian
c
critical
nl nanoliquid
np nanoparticle
p pressure
T thermophoretic
φ concentration
0 at reference value
0
perturbed state

1

Introduction

Nanoliquid comprises of a base liquid such as water with a very small amount of nanoparticles such as metallic or metallic oxide particles (Cu, Cuo, Ag, Al2 O3 , T iO2 ), having
dimensions from 10 to 100 nm. It was Choi1 who first proposed the term ”Nanoliquid”. Rayleigh-Bénard convection in nanoliquids is studied using Buongiorno2 two-phase
model or Khanafer-Vafai Lightstone3 single-phase model. They are good number of papers dealing with convective heat transfer in nanoliquids using Khanafer-Vafai Lightstone
single-phase model. An alternative to studying heat transfer in nanoliquids is provided
by Buongiorno two-phase model. The present paper uses the Buongiorno model. Buongiorno2 considered seven slip mechanisms - Inertia, Brownian diffusion, thermophoresis,
diffusophoresis, Magnus effects, liquid drainage and gravity settling in the model. He
studied each one of these and concluded that in the absence of turbulent effect, Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis would dominate and based on these two effects he
derived the conservation equations. With the help of these equations, many recent studies have been conducted by previous investigators4–25 and the effect of Browinan motion
was found to have negligible influence on both onset of convection and on heat and mass
transports. However, phenomenological laws and mixture theory do not seem to have been
included in the study of Rayleigh-Bénard convection of nanoliquids. In view of the above
observation, it is apparent that the handling of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in nanoliquids
as reported by earlier investigators has essentially been like a double-diffusive convection
with Soret effect. This is unacceptable since suspended nanoparticles are known to modify viscosity, thermal conductivity and other thermophysical properties.
In the present paper we focus attention on Real Ginzburg-Landau equation which is
used to find the heat transport through Nusselt number. Actual values of the thermophysical properties(see Siddheshwar and Meenakshi26 ) have been used to estimate heat
transport in five nanoliquids as against heat transport by the base liquid in the absence of
nanoparticles. The results of the study have possible implications in heat removal systems.
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2

Mathematical formulation

The governing system of equations in dimensional form for studying stationary twodimensional Rayleigh-Bénard convection in nanoliquids using a two-phase model are :
Conservation of Mass
5 ·~q = 0,

(1)

Conservation of Momentum


∂~q
+ (~q · 5) ~q = − 5 p + µnl 52 ~q + [ρnl − (ρβ)nl (T − T0 )
ρnl
∂t
+(ρβ)φ (φ − φ0 )] ~g ,

(2)

Conservation of Energy

(ρc)nl

∂T
+ (~q · 5) T
∂t



= knl 52 T,

(3)

Conservation of Nanoparticle Concentration
DT 2
∂φ
+ (~q · 5) φ = DB 52 φ +
5 T,
∂t
Tc

(4)

where the nanoliquid properties are obtained from either phenomenological laws or mixture theory presented below:
knp
+2 −2χ
kbl !
knp
+2 +χ
kbl
!

Phenomenological laws :

µnl
1
=
,
µbl
(1 − χ)2.5

knl
=
kbl

knp
kbl !
,
knp
1−
kbl
!

1−

Mixture theory :
(ρCp )nl
(ρCp )np
= (1 − χ) + χ
,
(ρCp )bl
(ρCp )bl

αnl =

knl
,
(ρCp )nl

(ρβ)np ρnl
ρnp
(ρβ)nl
= (1 − χ) + χ
,
= (1 − χ) + χ
.
(ρβ)bl
(ρβ)nl ρbl
ρbl
The expression for effective viscosity and effective thermal conductivity is applicable for
spherical-particles suspended in a base liquid. These models are discussed in detail by
Khanafer et. al.3
Assuming the temperature and volumetric fraction of the nanoparticles to be constant at
the stress-free, iso-concentration boundaries, we may assume the boundary conditions on
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T and φ to be:
)
T = T0 + 5T, φ = φ0 + 5φ at z = 0
T = T0 , φ = φ0 at z = h

.

(5)

At the basic state the nanoliquid is assumed to be at rest and hence the temperature and
nanoparticle concentration vary in the z− direction only and are given by
q~b = (0, 0), T = Tb (z), φ = φb (z), p = pb (z).

(6)

Equations (1) and (2) on using Eqn. (6) now take the form :
∂pb
= 0,
∂x
∂pb
+ [ρnl − (ρβ)nl (Tb − T0 )(ρβ)φ (φb − φ0 )] g = 0.
∂z

(7)

(8)

Equation (3) using Eqn. (6) now reads as:
d2 Tb
= 0.
dz 2

(9)

Using Eqns. (6) and (9) in Eqn. (4), we get
d2 φb
= 0.
dz 2

(10)

The solution of Eqns. (9) and (10) are :
z
4 T + T0 ,
h

z
4 φ + φ0 ,
φb (z) =
1−
h
Tb (z) =



1−

We now superimpose perturbations on the basic state solution as given below:
)
~q = ~q0 , p = pb + p0
,
T = Tb + T 0 , φ = φb + φ0

(11)
(12)

(13)

Substituting the expression (13) in Eqns. (2) to (4), using basic state solutions (11) and
(12), eliminating pressure and introducing stream function, ψ of the form:
u=−

∂ψ
∂ψ
, w=
,
∂z
∂x
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we get

ρnl


∂
∂T 0
∂φ0
2
2
(5 ψ) + J(ψ, 5 ψ) = µnl 52 ψ + (ρβ)nl
g − (ρβ)φ
g,
∂t
∂x
∂x
 0

∂T
∂ψ ∂T 0 ∂ψ ∂T 0 ∂ψ dTb
(ρCp )nl
= knl 52 T 0 ,
+
−
+
∂t
∂x ∂z
∂z ∂x
∂x dz
∂φ0 ∂ψ ∂φ0 ∂ψ ∂φ0 ∂ψ dφb
+
−
−
∂t
∂x ∂z
∂z ∂x
∂x dz

= DB 52 φ0 +

DT 2 0
5 T.
Tc

(15)

(16)

(17)

Introducing the following non-dimensional variables

x z 
ψ
αbl t
φ0
T0
∗
(X, Z) =
,
, t = 2 , Ψ=
,Θ =
, Φ=
, .
h h
h
αbl
4T
4φ

(18)

Equations (15)-(17) can be written in non-dimensional form as:
∂Θ
∂Φ
1
1 ∂
(52 Ψ) = a1 54 Ψ + Rnl a21
− Rφnl a21
−
J(Ψ, 52 Ψ),(19)
∗
P rnl ∂t
∂X
∂X
P rnl
∂Θ
∂Ψ
= a1 52 Θ +
− J(Ψ, Θ),
(20)
∗
∂t
∂X
∂Φ
a1
a1 NAnl 2
∂Ψ
=
52 Φ +
5 Θ+
− J(Ψ, Φ),
(21)
∂t∗
Lenl
Lenl
∂X
where


a1 =

Rφnl

=

∇2 =



knp
kbl





3χ 1 −


1 − 




knp
knp 
+2 +χ 1−
(ρβ)nl ∆T h3 g
αnl
kbl
kbl
, Rnl =
, Lenl =
,
(ρCp )np
µnl αnl
DB
(1 − χ) + χ
(ρCp )bl
(ρnp − ρnl )∆φh3 g
(ρc)np ∆φ
DT ∆T
µnl
, NAnl =
, NBnl =
, P rnl =
,
µnl αnl
DB Tc ∆φ
(ρc)nl
ρnl αnl
∂2
∂X 2

+

∂2
∂Z 2

, J(Ψ, ...) =

∂Ψ
∂X

∂Ψ
∂Z

∂
(...)
∂X

∂
(...)
∂Z

.
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The Eqns. (19)-(21) are solved subject to stress-free, isothermal, iso-concentration
boundary/periodicity conditions :



∂Ψ
∂2


=
Θ
=
0
at
Z
=
0,
1
Ψ=

∂Z 2 ∂X
.
(22)





2π
2π


Ψ X±
, Z = Ψ(X, Z), Θ X ±
, Z = Θ(X, Z)
πκc
πκc
Neglection of Brownian motion effect in the paper is based on the observation by previous
investigators that its effect in both linear and nonlinear stability analyses is negligible. It is
observed by previous investigators that there is no effect of Brownian motion in deciding
the onset of convection and so we neglect the terms involving NBnl in our study.
Hence (19)-(21) now become :
54 Ψ + a1 Rnl

∂Θ
∂Φ
1
1
∂
− a1 Rφnl
−
J(Ψ, 52 Ψ) −
(52 Ψ) = 0, (23)
∂X
∂X a1 P rnl
a1 P rnl ∂t∗

a1 Rnl

∂Θ
∂Ψ
− a1 Rnl
− a21 Rnl 52 Θ + a1 Rnl J(Ψ, Θ) = 0,
∗
∂t
∂X

(24)

2 a21 Rφnl NAnl 2
∂Ψ a21 Rφnl 2
∂Φ
+a
R
+
5
Φ+
5 Θ−a1 Rφnl J(Ψ, Φ) = 0.
1
φnl
∂t∗
∂X
Lenl
Lenl
(25)
In writing Eqn. (25), we have used the fact that the thermophoretic effect is weak and
arises only as a second-order correction. In what follows the meaning of  becomes apparent. Eqns. (24) and (25) have been multiplied by a1 Rnl and −a1 Rφnl respectively to
make the linear matrix differential operator symmetric.
We now use the following regular perturbation expansion in the Eqns.(23 -25):

Rnl = R0 + 2 R2 + · · · ,



2
3
Ψ = Ψ1 +  Ψ2 +  Ψ3 · · · ,
,
(26)
Θ = Θ1 + 2 Θ2 + 3 Θ3 · · · ,




Φ = Φ1 + 2 Φ2 + 3 Φ3 · · · ,
−a1 Rφnl

where R0 is the critical value of the Rayleigh number at which convection sets in.
Let us now take

∂
∂ 
54
a1 R0
−a1 Rφnl

∂X
∂X 






∂
T
2
2
.
Vi = [Ψi , Θi , Φi ] and L = 
a1 R0 5
0
 a1 R0 ∂X







R
∂
φ
nl
−a1 Rφnl
0
−a21
52
∂X
Lenl
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Substituting Eqn. (26) in Eqns. (23)-(25) and using the time variation only at the slow
time scale which is taken to be τ = 2 t∗ . On comparing the like powers of  on both sides
of the resulting equations we get the following equations at various orders :
First order system:
LV1 = 0,

(27)

LV2 = [R21 , R22 , R23 ]T ,

(28)

LV3 = [R31 , R32 , R33 ]T ,

(29)

R21 = 0, R22 = a21 R0 J(Ψ1 , Θ1 ), R23 = −a21 Rφnl J(Ψ1 , Φ1 ),

(30)

Second order system:
Third order system:
where


1 ∂
2
2 ∂Θ1 

R31 =
5 Ψ1 − R2 a1

P rnl ∂τ
∂X 



∂Θ
∂Ψ
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
R32 = a1 R0
− a1 R2 5 Θ1 − a1 R2
+ a1 R0 J(φ1 , Θ2 ) .
∂τ1
∂X




a31 Rφnl NAnl 2
∂Φ
1

2
2

5 Θ1 − a1 Rφnl J(Ψ1 , Φ2 ) − a1 R0
R33 =
Lenl
∂τ

(31)

The first, second and third order system of equations are subject to the following conditions obtained from Eqns. (22) and (26):
ψi =

∂ 2 ψi
= θi = φi = 0 at Z = 0, 1(i = 1, 2, 3).
∂z 2

(32)

The solution of the first and second order system subject to appropriate conditions in Eqn.
(32) are given by

Ψ1 = A(τ ) sin(πκX) sin(πZ)




πκ
Θ1 =
A(τ
)
cos(πκX)
sin(πZ)
2
,
(33)
a1 δ


πκ

Φ1 =
Lenl A(τ ) cos(πκX) sin(πZ.)

a1 δ 2

−πκ2
−πκ2 2
2
2
Ψ2 = 0, Θ2 = 2 2 A(τ ) sin(2πZ), Φ2 = 2 2 Lenl A(τ ) sin(2πZ) .
8a1 δ
8a1 δ

(34)

The first order system also gives us the critical value of Rayleigh number and the wave
number for stationary onset. The expressions for the same are given below:

p
δ6
1
2
(35)
R0 = Rnlc = 2 2 + Rφnl Lenl , δ = π 1 + κc , κc = √ . .
π κc
2
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We are not interested in the solution of the third order system. However, for the purpose
of determining the amplitude it is sufficient to consider the Fredholm solvability condition
which for the present problem is :
1Z

Z
0

2
κc

h

i
R31 Ψ̂1 + R32 Θ̂1 + R33 Φˆ1 dXdZ = 0,

(36)

0

where Ψ̂1 , Θ̂1 and Φˆ1 are the solution of adjoint of the first order system. Using Eqn.(31)
in Eqn.(36), we get the Ginzburg-Landau equation for stationary instability in the form:
dA(τ )
= c1 A(τ ) − c2 A3 (τ ),
dτ

(37)

where

a1 δ 2 P rnl (rnl + NAnl rφnl ) 

,
c1 =

1 + P rnl (rnl − Le2nl rφnl ) 









2
2
3
π κc P rnl (rnl − Lenl rφnl )


c2 =
, .
8a1 1 + P rnl (rnl − Le2nl rφnl ) 









2
2
2
2

Rφnl π κc
R0 π κc 

rφnl =
, rnl =
.
6
6
δ
δ

(38)

Solving Eqn. (37), we get
√

C1
A(τ ) = p
A0 ,
−2C
τ
1
C2 (1 − e
)A20 + C1 e−2C1 τ

(39)

where A0 = A(0) = 1. In calculations we have assumed R2 = R0 to keep the parameters
to the minimum.
In the next section we quantify the heat transport in terms of the Nusselt number at
the lower boundary within a wave-length distance in the horizontal direction.

3

Estimation of enhanced heat transport in nanoliquids at lower plate

The thermal Nusselt number, N unl (τ ), is defined as:
N unl (τ ) =

Heat transport by (conduction +convection)
,
Heat transport by conduction
(40)
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R

N unl (τ ) = 1 +

2
κc

0
knl 

kbl  R κ2c
0





∂Θ2
dX 
∂Z



.

dΘb
dX
dZ
Z=0

Substituting Eqns. (11) and (34) in Eqn. (41), we get
  2 2
knl π κc
N unl (τ ) = 1 +
A(τ )2 .
kbl 4a21 δ 2

(41)

(42)

With the necessary background for analysing the results prepared in the previous sections,
in what follows we discuss the results obtained and make a few conclusions.

4

Results and Discussion

Rayleigh-Bénard convection in nanoliquids is studied in the paper using the Buongorno
two-phase model with thermophysical properties determined from phenomenological laws
and mixture theory. Ginzburg-Landau equation is used to find the heat transport through
Nusselt number, N unl . Natural convection in nanoliquids with dilute concentrations of
nanoparticles is known to be the preferred working medium in most heat transfer studies
aiming enhanced heat transfer.
The Nusselt number for water based nanoliquids is calculated for different τ for volume fraction, χ = 0.1 and listed in the table 1. From the table 1 it is clear that water-titania
transports least heat where as water-silver transports maximum heat. From this table it is
clear that the nanoliquid which has higher thermal conductivity transports maximum heat.
Further, the heat transported by water in the presence of nanoparticles for all the five nanoliquids is greater than that in their absence.
Figures (2) depicts that Nusselt number increase with increase in volume fraction,
χ which essentially means that addition of nanoparticles leads to enhancement of heat
transfer.
Figures (3)-(7) are the plots of stream lines for water based nanoliquids, for volume
fractions χ = 0.06 and χ = 0.1. From the figure (3) we may conclude that convective
activity is deep into the center of the cell as we increase nanoparticle concentration. Also
from these figures we can observe that convective activity is deep into the center of the
cell in the case of water-silver nanoliquid and convective activity is less into the center of
the cell in the case of water-titania. The results are true for all the nanoliquids considered.

5

Conclusion
1. Rnlc is independent of NBnl . This means that only thermophoretic effect has an
influence on onset of convection.
2. Rnlc < Rblc .
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3.

dRnlc
dRnlc
< 0,
< 0.
dRφnl
dLenl

4. N unl > N ubl .
5. N unl is independent of NBnl . This essentially means that in the absence of nanoparticlemodified thermophysical properties, the problem is that of double diffusive convection with Soret effect.
6. It is found, in general, that water-silver has the most enhanced heat transport while
water-titania has the least amongst the five nanoliquids considered.
7. The results of two-phase model are qualitatively similar to that of single-phase
model.
8. Khanafer-Vafai-Lightstone single-phase model is an alternate way of studying RayleighBénard convection in nanoliquids. In the absence of experimental works on heat
transport in nanoliquids by Rayleigh-Bénard convection, it remains to be seen
whether the two-phase or the single-phase model is best suited as a mathematical model for studying heat transfer in nanoliquids.
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Table 1: Values of Nusselt number, N unl for water-based nanoliquids for volume
fraction χ = 0.1
Nanoliquids

knl

Water-Cu
Water-CuO
Water-Ag
Water-Al2 O3
Water-T iO2

0.81630
0.81198
0.81636
0.80726
0.77713

Liquid

kbl

Water

0.613

NAnl
5.01781
5.82013
4.61472
6.80766
6.27299

Lenl

Rφnl

P rnl

3.52747
3.51550
3.61351
3.52300
3.40164

2.04112
2.04807
1.99252
2.04371
2.11663

3.24396
3.81112
2.91189
4.49345
4.55523

P rbl
6.07000

τ =0.05
1.36659
1.36953
1.36238
1.37164
1.35917
τ =0.05
1.29157

N unl
τ =0.1
2.40736
2.41622
2.42326
2.42924
2.3343
N ubl
τ =0.1
1.80242

τ =1
3.73226
3.71852
3.73487
3.70435
3.59892
τ =1
3.00000

Figure 1: Physical configuration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Variation of N unl with time, τ for different values of χ for (a) watertitania,(b) water-alumina, (c) water-copper oxide, (d) water-copper and (e) watersilver nanoliquids.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ = 0.06
and (b) χ = 0.1 at rnl = 2, for water-titania nanoliquid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ = 0.06
and (b) χ = 0.1 at rnl = 2, for water-alumina nanoliquid.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ = 0.06
and (b) χ = 0.1 at rnl = 2, for water-copper oxide nanoliquid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ = 0.06
and (b) χ = 0.1 at rnl = 2, for water-copper nanoliquid.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The steady state streamlines at two different values of χ, (a) χ = 0.06
and (b) χ = 0.1 at rnl = 2, for water-silver nanoliquid.
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ABSTRACT:
In this paper we studied the effect in thermal instability of
nanofluid saturated porous layer confined between two horizontal
surface in presence of internal heat source and rotation about
vertical axis with revised boundary condition. The revised
boundary conditions are in practical because the value of
temperature at boundaries can be adjusted but not the
concentration in case of nanoparticles, and so at boundaries the
nanoparticle flux is assumed to be constant. Further, linear
stability analysis is performed
subject to these boundary
conditions. Darcy-Brinkman model is studied using Galerkin
method to carried out linear stability analysis by depicting the
behavior of Rayleigh number with respect to wave number taking
different values of the other parameters. The effect of internal heat
source is destabilising, the effect of rotation is stabilising the
system whereas the instability of vertical throughflow depends on
direction of nanofluid flow.
This article is to be cited as:
Bhadauria B S, Vineet K, Singh B K and Hashim I. Study of
convective thermal instability in nanofluid saturated porous media
in the presence of vertical throughflow, internal heat source and
rotation, Bangalore; Vijnana Bharathi, 1 (2): 120-140, 2016.
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Nomenclature
Latin
D
Da
Le
NA
NB
Pr
Ra
Ri
Rm
Rn
T
~g
k
K
p
t
VD

symbols
Diffusion coefficient
Darcy number
Lewis number
Modified diffusivity ratio
Modified particle density increment
Prandtl number
Thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number
Internal Rayleigh number
Basic density Rayleigh number
Concentration Rayleigh number
Dimensional Temperature
Acceleration due to gravity (0, 0, −g)
Thermal conductivity
Permeability of the porous medium
Dimensional dynamic pressure
Dimensional time
Darcy velocity (u, 0, w)

Greek symbols
α Thermal diffusivity
β Coefficient of thermal expansion
 Porosity of the porous medium
κ Effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium
µ Dynamic coefficient of viscosity
µ̄ Effective viscosity of the porous medium
Ω Rotation
ρ Density
φ Dimensional concentration of nanoparticle
Subscripts and Superscripts
B Brownian
c Critical
p Pressure
T Thermophoretic
0 At reference value
0
Perturbed state
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1

Introduction

From last two decades, nanofluids were using as a heat transfer medium
due to their enhanced abilities over ordinary fluids as heat exchangers and
transporters. The term nanofluid refers to the suspensions of nanometer size
particles in the base fluid. The presence of very few quantity of nanoparticles
in base fluids create a significant increment in the heat transfer characteristics. The convective heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids depend on
the thermo-physical properties of the base fluid and the suspended nanoparticles. The properties of nanofluids found a wide applications in industrial,
commercial, residential and transportation sectors.
A significant feature of nanofluids is thermal conductivity enhancement,
which was first introduced by Masuda et al.32 Nanofluids are mixtures of base
fluid (like water or ethylene-glycol) along with small amount of nanoparticles (like metallic or metallic oxide: Cu, Cuo, Al2 O3 ) having dimensions from
1nm to 100nm. Choi15 was the first who proposed the term “nanofluid”.
Chen14 analyzed the ballistic nature of heat transport within nanoparticles,
Eastman et al.19 reported that 40% thermal conductivity of ethylene-glycol
increases with 0.3% volume of copper nanoparticles of 10nm diameter. Das
et al.17 found that 10 − 30% increase of the effective thermal conductivity in alumina/water nanofluids with 1 − 4% of alumina. These reports led
Buongiorno and Hu12 to suggest the possibility of using nanofluids in advanced nuclear systems. Another application of the nanofluid flow due to
Kleinstreuer et al.30 , is in the delivery of nano-drug.
Khanafer et al.29 reported an increase in concentration of suspended
nanoparticles, is to increase in heat transfer in Cu-water nanofluids in a twodimensional rectangular enclosures whereas Putra et al.41 reported that in
natural convection with Al2 O3 and CuO nanofluids the heat transfer coefficient was smaller than that in a regular fluid. A wide range of studies
have been conducted to determine the governing mechanisms in nanoscale:
Brownian motion of nanoparticles in fluids by Jang and Choi22 , a modified Maxwell model accounting for the ordered nanolayer near the particle
fluid interface by Yu and Choi,18 ballistic nature of heat transport within
nanoparticles by Keblinski and Cahill,25 Vadász56 study thermal lagging in
nanoparticles with a large surface area to volume ratio. A comprehensive review of heat transport in nanofluids is due to Eastman et al.20 It is a fact that
in spite of several reported studies, no satisfactory explanation for abnormal
enhancement in the thermal conductivity and viscosity of the fluid in the the
presence of nano-particles, could be found so far. Wen and Ding59 reported
a reduction in heat transfer after changing a regular fluid to a nanofluid
whereas Abu-Nada et al.1 have shown the enhancement of heat transfer in
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nanofluids at higher values of the Rayleigh number.
First of all Buongiorno 11 proposed a model for convective transport in
nanofluids incorporating the effects of thermophoresis and Brownian diffusion. Tzou 5455 have studied the thermal instability problem by using this
model and observed that nanofluid is less stable than base fluid. This problem
was further revisited by Nield and Kuznetsov36 for different types of nondimensional parameters. An extension to the porous medium of this model
was studied by Nield and Kuznetsov,34 Kuznetsov and Nield31 and Chand
and Rana.13 Yadav et al.61 examined the effect of internal heat source on
the onset of nanofluid convection. In nanofluid saturated porous medium,
Bhadauria and Agarwal8 studied the nonlinear two-dimensional convection.
The study of throughflow in various configuration is available in literature.
For details we refers the article due to: Wooding,60 Shvartsblat45 ,46 Sutton,49
Gershuni and Gershuni,21 Jones and Persichetti,23 Nield,33 Siddheshwar,47
Khalili and Shivakumara27 ,26 Shivakumara43 ,44 Barletta et. al6 ,7 Nield,35
Nield and Kuznetsov.35 Effect of rotation on thermal convection in an
anisotropic porous medium with temperature-dependent viscosity was investigated by Vanishree and Siddheshwar.57 The studies, concerning to
rotating porous medium saturated by a nanofluid, were carried out by Veronis,58 Rudraiah42 , Agarwal et al.,3 Bhadauria and Agarwal,9 Agarwal and
Bhadauria,4 and Chand and Rana.13 There are several articles in which the
effect of internal heating on convective flow has been investigated. For instance, see the article due to Roberts,10 Tveitereid and Palm,53 Tveitereid,52
Yu and Shih,63 Bhattacharya and Jena,10 Takashima,50 Tasaka and Takeda,51
Joshi et al.,24 Bhadauria et al.,9 Bhadauria,8 and Srivastava et al.48
Recently, Nield and Kuznetsov39 in their revised model subject to new
set of boundary conditions where it is assumed that there is no nanoparticle
flux at the plate and the particle fraction value adjusts accordingly. In that
case, the presence of oscillatory convection turns oblivious due to the absence
of two opposing forces. Agarwal2 studied that the thermal instability in a
rotating porous layer saturated by a nanofluid based on a new boundary
condition for the nanoparticle fraction. Similar work has been done by Yadav
et al.62 for free-free, rigid-rigid and free-rigid boundaries. Linear as well as
non-linear study for Rayleigh-Bènard convection in a nanofluid under thermal
non-equilibrium with new boundary condition is studied by Agarwal et al.5
Nield and Kuznetsov40 has been done a tremendous work in the area of
throughflow subjecting to another revised boundary conditions, where they
consider the fact that the total nanoparticle flux is the sum of diffusive,
convective and thermophoretic terms. Since the particles are transported in
the fluid phase only, and so the intrinsic velocity is involved in the convective
terms.
B. S. Bhadauria, K. Vineet, B. K. Singh and I. Hashim
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In the present paper, we study the effect of throughflow, rotation and
internal heat source on thermal instability in a porous medium saturated by
a nanofluid. Horton-Rogers-Lapwood model based on the Brinkman model is
used for the fluid flow. In place of fixed nanopartical fraction conditions, the
thermo-nanopartical flux boundary conditions have been introduced. The
study of the effect of the different parameters: namely
Q, T a, Ri, Rn, Le, NA , NB , , α, and Da, on thermal instability has been
carried out. Effect of these parameters depicted graphically.

2

Mathematical formulation

We consider a densely packed porous layer saturated by a nanofluid, confined
between two horizontal boundaries at z = 0 and z = H, heated from below.
The boundaries are impermeable and perfectly thermally conducting. The
porous layer is extended infinitely in x and y directions, with the z-axis extending vertically upward with the origin at the lower boundary. The porous
layer is rotating uniformly about z-axis. The Coriolis effect has been taken
into account by including the Coriolis force term in the momentum equation
whereas the centrifugal force term can be realized as a gradient of a scalar,
and hence has been absorbed into the pressure term. In addition, the local
thermal equilibrium between the fluid and solid has been considered. Thus,
the physical configuration of model been described in Figure 1 and governing
equations are as follows.
Conservation of Mass
∇ · vD = 0,

(1)

Conservation of Linear Momentum
µ
ρf ∂vD
+ ∇p = µ̄∇2 vD − vD + [φρp + (1 − φ){ρ(1 − β(T − Tc ))}]~g
ε ∂t
K
2ρf
+
(vD × Ω), (2)
ε
Conservation of Energy
(ρc)m

∂T
vD
+ (ρc)f vD · ∇T = κm ∇2 T + ε(ρc)p [DB ∇φ − (φ − φ0 )
∂t
ε
DT
+
∇T ] · ∇T + η(T − Tc ),
Tc
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Conservation of the Nanoparticle flux
DT 2
∂φ 1
+ vD · ∇φ = DB ∇2 φ +
∇ T,
∂t
ε
Tc

(4)

where Th > Tc . Employing the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation, the
governing equations to study the thermal instability in a nanofluid-saturated
rotating porous medium are [ Buongiorno,11 Kuznetsov and Nield31 and Nield
and Kuznetsov,37 Nield and Kuznetsov,39 Nield and Kuznetsov40 ]
In the above equations, both Brownian transport and thermophoresis coefficients are taken to be time-independent, in tune with the studies that
neglect the effect of thermal transport attributed to the small size of the
nanoparticles (as per arguments by Keblinski and Cahil 25 ). Further, thermophoresis and Brownian transport coefficients are assumed to be temperatureindependent due to the fact that the temperature ranges under consideration
are not far away from the critical value. Assuming the temperature and The
flux of the nanoparticles to be constant at the boundaries, we take the boundary conditions to be
vD DT ∂T
∂φ
− (φ − φ0 )
+
= 0 at z = 0, (5)
∂z
ε
Tc ∂z
∂φ
vD DT ∂T
− (φ − φ0 )
+
= 0 at z = H, (6)
v = (0, 0, V ), T = Tc , DB
∂z
ε
Tc ∂z
v = (0, 0, V ), T = Th , DB

The dimensionless variables are considered as given below:
(x∗ , y ∗ , z ∗ ) = (x, y, z)/H, t∗ = tκT /(σH 2 ), (u∗ , v ∗ , w∗ ) = (u, v, w)H/κT , p∗ =
φ − φ0
T − Tc
κm
(ρcp )m
pK/µκT , φ∗ =
and T ∗ =
, where κT =
, σ=
. φ0
φ0
Th − Tc
(ρc)f
(ρcp )f
is reference value for nanoparticle volume fraction. The non-dimensionalized
governing equations along with boundary conditions are (after dropping the
asterisk for simplicity)
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∇·v = 0
Da ∂v
= −∇p − v + Da∇2 v − (Rm − Ra T + Rnφ) k̂
P r ∂t
√
+ T a(v × k̂)
∂T
NB
NB
+ v · ∇T = ∇2 T −
φv · ∇T +
∇φ · ∇T
∂t
ε
Le
NA NB
+
∇T · ∇T + Ri T
Le
1 ∂φ 1
1 2
NA 2
+ v · ∇φ =
∇ φ+
∇T
σ ∂t
ε
Le
Le

v = (0, 0, Q), T = 1,

∂φ
∂z

v = (0, 0, Q), T = 0,

∂φ
∂z

−

QLe
φ
ε

−

QLe
φ
ε


+ NA ∂T
= 0 at z = 0, 
∂z
+

NA ∂T
∂z

= 0 at z = 1.

(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)



The non-dimensionlized parameters in the above equations are given below,
µ̄K
,
µH 2
ρ gβKH(T −T )
Ra = f µκT h c ,
T (Th −Tc )
NA = DD
,
B Tc φ0
ηH 2
Ri = κm ,

Da =


2KΩ 2
,
νε
(ρ −ρf )φ0 gKH
Rn = p µκ
,
T
(ρc )p
NB = ε ρc )f φ0 ,
Q = HV
,
κT

µ̄ε(ρc)m
,
ρf κm
ρ
φ
+ρ
{ p 0 f (1−φ0 )}gKH
Rm =
,
µκT
κT
Le = DB ,

Ta =

Pr =

NA is the modified diffusivity ratio, which is similar to the Soret parameter that arises in cross diffusion in thermal instability.

2.1

Basic Solution

At the basic state, the nanofluid flow is only in z-direction, and so, we assume
v = (0, 0, Q), p = pb (z), T = Tb (z), φ = φb (z).

(12)

Using Eqn.(12), Eqn.(9) and Eqn.(10) reduce to
dTb
NB dTb NB dφb dTb NA NB
d2 Tb
−Q
+Q
φb
+
+
2
dz
dz
ε
dz
Le dz dz
Le



dTb
dz
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d2 φb QLe dφb
d2 Tb
+
N
−
= 0,
(14)
A
dz 2
ε dz
dz 2
After integrating Eqn.(14) subject to the boundary condition (11), we obtain
Tb
dφb QLe
−
φb + NA
= 0,
dz
ε
dz

(15)

Using Eqn.(15), Eqn.(13) reduces to
d2 Tb
dTb
+ Ri Tb = 0,
−Q
2
dz
dz

(16)

The solutions of Eqn.(15) and Eqn.(16) subject to the boundary condition
(11) are as follows
ξ
−ξ
Q
e 2 z {e 2 (1−z) − e 2 (1−z) }
,
(17)
Tb =
ξ
−ξ
{e 2 − e 2 }
"
#
(Q−ξ)
(Q+ξ)
ξ
−ξ
(Q − ξ)e 2 (eλz − e 2 z ) (Q + ξ)e 2 (eλz − e 2 z )
NA
−
,
φb = ξ
−ξ
(Q − ξ − 2λ)
(Q + ξ − 2λ)
e2 − e 2
(18)
where, for sort notation, we denote
p
ξ = Q2 − 4Ri
(19)
λ=

2.2

QLe
ε

(20)

Perturbation Solution

We now superimpose perturbations on the basic state as given below :
v = (0, 0, Q) + v0 , p = pb + p0 , T = Tb + T 0 , φ = φb + φ0 .

(21)

Applying the perturbed values from (21) into model (7)-(11) and using (17)
and (18), we obtain the following equations in linear form (after neglecting
the nonlinear terms)
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∇ · v0 = 0
(22)


√
Da ∂
− Da∇2 + 1 v0 = −∇p0 + Ra T 0 k̂ − Rnφ0 k̂ + T a(v0 × k̂) (23)
P r ∂t


∂T 0 dTb 0
NB
dTb 0
dTb 0
∂T 0
∂T 0
2 0
+Q
+
w =∇ T −
Q
φ + φb
w + Qφb
+
∂t
∂z
dz
ε
dz
dz
∂z




NB dφb ∂T 0 dTb ∂φ0
2NA NB dTb ∂T 0
+
+
+ Ri T 0
(24)
Le dz ∂z
dz ∂z
Le
dz ∂z
1 ∂φ0 Q ∂T 0 1 dφb 0
1 2 0 NA 2 0
+
+
w =
∇φ +
∇T
(25)
σ ∂t
ε ∂z
ε dz
Le
Le
w0 = 0, T 0 = 0,

∂φ0 QLe 0
∂T 0
−
φ + NA
= 0 at z = 0, and at z = (126)
∂z
ε
∂z

The parameter Rm is not carried over in the subsequent equations because it
is part of the hydrostatic equilibrium. Differentiating Eqn.(17) and Eqn.(18)
with respect to z, we obtain
Q

ξ

e 2 z {(Q − ξ)e 2 (1−z) − (Q + ξ)e
dTb
=
ξ
−ξ
dz
2{e 2 − e 2 }

−ξ
(1−z)
2

dφb
dTb
= λφb − NA
dz
dz
Now, taking the curl of Eqn.(23), we obtain


√ ∂w0
Da ∂
2
− Da∇ + 1 ∇ × v0 = T a
P r ∂t
∂z

}

(27)

(28)

(29)

Taking curl of Eqn.(23) twice, and considering the vertical component, we
obtain


√
∂
Da ∂
2
− Da∇ + 1 ∇2 w0 = Ra∇21 T 0 − Rn∇21 φ0 − T a ∇ × v0 (30)
P r ∂t
∂z
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From Eqn.(29) and Eqn.(30), we obtain


2


Da ∂
2
∇w =
− Da∇ + 1 (Ra∇21 T 0 − Rn∇21 φ0 )
P r ∂t
∂ 2 w0
−T a 2
∂z
(31)

Da ∂
− Da∇2 + 1
P r ∂t

2

0



Next, the normal mode technique is applied for finding the unknown fields
in Eqn.(31), Eqn.(24) and Eqn.(25). Let
(w0 , T 0 , φ0 ) = [W (z), Θ(z), Φ(z)] est+ilx+imy
and substitute it into the preceding differential equations, we obtain
!

2
Da
s − Da(D2 − α2 ) + 1 (D2 − α2 ) + T aD2 W
Pr


2
2
2 Da
s − Da(D − α ) + 1 Θ
+Raα
Pr


2 Da
2
2
−Rnα
s − Da(D − α ) + 1 Φ = 0
Pr



dTb NB Q dTb
NB dφb
2NA NB dTb
−
+
φb
W + D2 +
D+
D
dz
ε
dz
Le dz
Le dz

NB Q
2
φb D − QD − α − s + Ri Θ
−
ε


NB dTb
NB Q dTb
+
D−
D Φ=0
Le dz
ε dz




1 dφb
NA 2
2
(D − α ) Θ
W−
ε dz
Le


1
Q
s
2
2
−
(D − α ) − D −
Φ=0
Le
ε
σ
QLe
W = 0, Θ = 0, DΦ −
Φ + NA DΘ = 0 at z = 0, 1
ε

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

where

√
d
(37)
and at α = l2 + m2 ,
dz
and α is a horizontal wave number. The values of Q is taken to be very small
as compared with unity. The single-term Galerkin-type method is used to
D=
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obtain an approximate solution of the system Eqn.(24) to Eqn.(37). For
this, the trial functions are chosen in such a way it satisfy the boundary
conditions. Thus, we have
W1 = Θ1 = sin πz, Φ1 = −NA cos β sin (πz − β),
(38)

where β = tan−1 πλ .
Using Eqn.(38) in Eqns. (33)-(35), and under the orthogonality of the
equations to each trial function, we obtain a system of 3 linear algebraic
equations in the unknowns, namely A, B, C. To obtain a non-trivial solution
for the equations in the system, the determinants of the coefficients of the
linear equations must be zero, and so


M11 M12 M13
det  M21 M22 M23  = 0,
(39)
M31 M32 M33
where
)
2
Da
s + Da(π 2 + α2 ) + 1 (π 2 + α2 ) + T aπ 2 hW1 W1 i ,
−
Pr


Da
2
2
2
s + Da(π + α ) + 1
hΘ1 W1 i ,
Raα
Pr


Da
2
2
2
−Rnα
s + Da(π + α ) + 1
hΦ1 W1 i ,
Pr
 

  
QLe
dTb
− 1+
φb
W1 Θ1 ,
ε
dz

2NA NB dTb
NB dφb
D+
D
D2 +
Le dz
Le dz
  
QNB
2
φb D − QD + (Ri − α − s)
Θ1 Θ1 ,
−
ε

  
NB dTb
QNB dTb
D−
Φ1 Θ1 ,
Le dz
ε dz
(

M11 =
M12 =
M13 =
M21 =
M22 =

M23 =
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M31
M32
M33

  
1 dφb
=
W1 Φ1 ,
ε dz
 
  
NB 2
2
=
−
(D − α )
Θ1 Φ1 ,
Le
 
  
1
Q
s
2
2
=
−
(D − α ) − D −
Φ1 Φ1
Le
ε
σ

where
Z
hf (z)i =

1

f (z)dz,
0

Ra as the eigenvalue of Eqn.(39), its value is found in terms of the other
parameters.
Ra =

M11 (M22 M33 − M32 M23 ) + M13 (M21 M32 − M22 M31 )
,
α2 m12 (M21 M33 − M23 M31 )

(40)

where
2

m12 ≡ M12 /Raα =



Da
s + Da(π 2 + α2 ) + 1
Pr


hΘ1 W1 i .

In the case of neutral stability, we take s = iω in our analysis. Further,
for stationary convection to occur, we must have ω = 0 we get the value
of Ra for stationary case restricting ourselves, linear in Q and Ri correct to
first order . With the help of the software package MATHEMATICA 10.0
(Wolfram Research,Champaign, IL) to evaluate the integrals, we obtained
the expression

QNA NB (1 − δ 2 )
δ 2 (1 + Daδ 2 )2 + π 2 T a δ 2
+
(41)
Ra =
(1 + Daδ 2 )
α2
2α2 ε



Ri NA NB
δ2
1
1
+ 2
− 2 −4
− RnNA Le
+
4δ
ε
π
Le ε


Ri
Q
2
2
+ 2 2 NA NB (1 − δ ) + δ Le + 2 2 (NA NB − 4ε)
2δ ε
4δ ε
(42)
The nanoparticle flux being zero at the boundaries implies the absence of the
two opposing forces responsible for the occurrence of the oscillatory mode of
convection hence oscillatory convection has been ruled out.
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3

Result and Discussion

Since oscillatory convection has not been taking into account due to absence
of two opposing force, and so, we are concentrating on the study of stationary
convection in whole scenario. In absence of internal heat generation Eqn.
(41) reduced to


QNA NB (1 − δ 2 )
δ 2 (1 + Daδ 2 )2 + π 2 T a δ 2
− RnNA Le ×
+
Ra =
(1 + Daδ 2 )
α2
2α2 ε



1
Q
1
2
2
+ +
NA NB (1 − δ ) + δ Le
(43)
Le ε 2δ 2 ε2
Further, in the absence of vertical throughflow ( i.e., Q = 0), the value of
Rayleigh number for stationary convection is obtained as in Eqn.(44) which
is same as obtained by Agarwal2


1
1
δ 4 (1 + Daδ 2 )2 + π 2 δ 2 T a
− RnNA Le
+
Ra =
(44)
α2 (1 + Daδ 2 )
Le ε
Also, for a regular fluid Ra attains its minimum when α = π, that is,
min{Ra} = 4π 2 . This value coincide with the well-known exact value for
the Horton-Rogers-Lapwood problem as expected.
In the following plots between Ra and α have been depicted for different
values of the parameters. Figures (2-12) shows the effect of various parameters on the neutral stability curves in stationary convection for values of
the parameters. The effects of vertically upward throughflow (+ve) and
vertically downward throughflow (−ve) on the thermal Rayleigh number is
depicted in figure (2) and figure (3), respectively. It is found that vertically
upward throughflow increase as Ra decreases, and so, Q have a stabilizing
effect on the stationary convection whereas vertically downward throughflow
increase as Ra increases which shows that −Q have a stabilizing effect on the
stationary convection system. It is observed from figure (4) and figure (5)
that Ri (internal heat Rayleigh number corresponding to heat source/sink)
increases as thermal Rayleigh number Ra decreases. This means that the
internal heat Rayleigh number Ri enhanced/delayed the onset of convection.
Figure (6) depicts that the rotation parameter T a delayed the onset of
convection and also it affect the critical wave number, and so, the system
will stabilise. Figure (7) depicts an interesting change that increase in the
value of the Darcy number Da not only enhances the onset of convection
but also effects the critical wave number (the critical wave number decreases
with increasing Darcy number).
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It is noticed from figures (8), (9), (10) and 11 that the modified diffusivity
ratio (NA ), the modified particle-density increment (NB ), the concentration
Rayleigh number (Rn) and Lewis number (Le) have a destabilizing effect on
the system, because an increase in the value of any of these parameters leads
to the decrease in thermal Rayleigh number. It is evident from figure (12)
that the influence of porosity ε have a stabilizing effect on the system and
increase in ε delays the onset of convection as expected.

4

Conclusion

Thermal instability has been studied in nanofluid-saturated porous layer for
Brinkman model under throughflow, internal heat generation and rotation
effect subject to the revised boundary conditions (at boundary nanoparticle
flux is assumed to be zero). These convective boundary conditions are more
reliable than the earlier boundary conditions, in the literature. Galerkin
method has been introduced to solve the model. The expression for thermal
Rayleigh number has been obtained by imposing linearity condition on the
throughflow and internal heating term.
The numerical plots for stationary convection indicates that the parameters Ri, Q, Rn, Le, NA , NB and Da destabilize the system where as
the parameters T a, −Q, −Ri and ε stabilize the system, and in presence
of throughflow and internal heat generation, the critical value of thermal
Rayleigh number diminish.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
dimensional constant
a
specific heat at constant pressure
c
DB
Brownian diffusion coefficient
Dm
mass diffusivity of porous medium
DT
thermophoretic diffusion coefficient
dimensionless stream function
f
acceleration due to gravity
g
permeability of porous medium
K
km
thermal conductivity of porous media
Lewis number
Le
power law fluid index
n
Brownian motion parameter
Nb
buoyancy ratio parameter
Nr
thermophoresis parameter
Nt
Nu x
Nusselt number
internal heat generation per unit volume
q '''
heat flux
q
Rax
local Rayleigh number
Sherwood number
Sh
temperature
T
u, v velocity component in x- and y-direction
x, y cartesian coordinates along the plate and normal to it
respectively
Greek Symbols
m
effective thermal diffusivity
coefficient of thermal expansion

viscosity parameter

nanoparticle volume fraction

similarity variable

dynamic viscosity

kinematic viscosity

dimensionless temperature

density

rescale nanoparticle volume fraction

stream function

Subscripts
physical property related to fluid
f
p
physical property related to porous medium
wall condition
w
ambient conditions
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1

Introduction

In recent years nanofluids have attracted interest from the
researchers due to their enhanced thermal properties and
interdisciplinary nature. Nanofluids, a term coined by Choi1 are
composed of nanoparticles with size in the range of 1–100 nm
suspended in liquid. Masuda et al.2 reported the earliest investigation
of thermal conductivity enhancement in liquid dispersions of
nanoparticles. The abnormal enhancement in convective heat transfer
due to nanofluid was explained by Buongiorno3. A combined
experimental and theoretical study on the effective thermal
conductivity and viscosity of nanofluids was explored by Murshed et
al.4. Cheng5 studied the natural convection boundary layer flow over a
truncated cone embedded in a porous medium saturated by a nanofluid
with constant wall temperature and nanoparticle volume fraction. Nield
and Kuznetsov6 gave an analytical study of the onset of convection in a
horizontal layer of a porous medium saturated by a nanofluid. Their
model incorporated the effect of Brownian motion and thermophoresis.
They also studied the Cheng-Minkowycz problem (Kuznetsov and
Nield7) of natural convection past a vertical plate in a porous medium
saturated with nanofluid. Hady, Ibrahim, Abdel-Gaied and Eid8 gave
similarity solutions for the non-Newtonian flow over an isothermal
vertical plate in porous medium saturated with nanofluid. They also
explored the effect of yield stress on free convective boundary layer
flow of a non-Newtonian nanofluid past a vertical plate embedded in a
porous medium9. The problem of natural convective boundary layer
flow over a vertical plate embedded in porous medium saturated with a
nanofluid was investigated by Gorla and Chamkha10. Recently Khan
et al.11 investigated numerically free convection along a vertical plate
immersed in a porous medium saturated with non-Newtonian
nanofluid. The problem of steady, laminar mixed convection flow of a
non-Newtonian fluid past a vertical flat plate embedded in a porous
medium saturated with a nanofluid was considered by Rashad,
Chamkha and Abdou12. Bhaduria, Agarwal and Kumar13 investigated
the problem of linear and non-linear thermal instability in a horizontal
porous medium saturated by nanofluid. The Darcy-Forchheimer model
was used by Uddin and Harmand14 to investigate the unsteady natural
convection heat transfer of nanofluid along a vertical plate embedded
in a porous medium. Apart from the vertical and horizontal geometry,
Hady, Ibrahim, Abdel-Gaied and Eid15 presented the problem of
boundary layer flow in a porous medium of a nanofluid past a vertical
cone. Non-similar solutions for natural convection past an isothermal
sphere in a Darcy porous medium saturated with nanofluid was
investigated by Chamkha et al.16.
As of now very few studies have been reported for variable wall
temperature. Gorla and Chamkha17 studied the problem of natural
convective boundary layer flow over a non-isothermal vertical plate
embedded in a porous medium saturated with a nanofluid. In their
investigation they also consider the nanoparticle fraction  to vary
S. Bagai and C. Nishad
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according to the same power law profile as the wall temperature. The
methodology presented here may also be extended to incorporate
variable nanoparticle volume fraction that may not vary in the same
way as the wall temperature.
The literature review mentioned above consider constant
permeability of the porous medium and viscosity of the base fluid. For
problems not involving nanofluids, Chandrashekhara et al.18 studied
the effect of permeability over an impermeable horizontal surface and
its applications to convective flows in a geothermal reservoir.
Chandrasekhara and Namboodiri19 have incorporated the variable
permeability to study the flow through porous medium and have shown
that the variations of porosity and permeability have greater influence
on the velocity distribution and heat transfer. The influence of variable
permeability on vortex instability of horizontal natural convection
flows in porous medium with variable wall temperature was also
considered by Hassanien et al.20. The variable permeability effect on
natural convection within a porous layer is saturated by a binary fluid
given by Alloui et al.21. It was found that for the increasing of
permeability the intensity of the convective flow was increase.
In this study a boundary layer analysis for free convection past
non-isothermal axisymmetric body of arbitrary shape is carried out.
The study also aims to explore the effect of variations in permeability
of the medium by incrporporating an exponentially decaying model
proposed by Chandrashekhar et al.22. Similarity solutions similar to
Nakayama and Koyama23 are proposed to simplify the governing
equations into non-linear system of ordinary differential equations. The
resultant system is then solved using numerical methods and the results
are provided for several values of parameters involved in the model.

2

Mathematical Formulation and Analysis

Consider the steady free convection boundary layer flow past a
non-isothermal arbitrary shaped axisymmetric body embedded in a
porous medium saturated by a nanofluid. The coordinate x measures
the distance along the body surface from the lower stagnation point
and the coordinate y is measured normal to the body surface
(Figure1).
The surface of the body is maintained at a variable wall
temperature Tw  x  which
is
larger
than
the
ambient
temperature T everywhere. The nanoparticle volume fraction w is a
constant and is also assumed to be greater than the ambient volume
fraction  . Employing the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation and
assuming the homogeneity and local thermal equilibrium of the porous
medium, the governing equations based on scale analysis and standard
boundary layer approximations can be written as
S. Bagai and C. Nishad
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where  m  m is the thermal diffusivity of the porous medium
 c  f
and

  c p
is the ratio of the effective heat capacity of the porous

  c f

medium to the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material. The
geometric configuration of the body is defined by the function

1
:plane flow

r * x  
.
 r  x  :axisymmetric flow 
The system of Eqns. (1)–(4), that embody the conservation of
mass, momentum, thermal energy and nanoparticles respectively, are
associated with the boundary conditions
v  0, T  Tw  x  ,    w at y  0,
(5)

u  0, T  T ,     as y  .
Using the boundary Eqns. (5) and
momentum Eqn. (2) yields
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We introduce the stream function  defined by
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u
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to satisfy the equation of continuity (1).
The system of Eqns. (7), (3) and (4) are simplified by
introducing the dimensionless transformations
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1

y  Ra  2
   x  ,
x  I  x 

(12)

Tw  Tw  x   T and  w   w    in Eqns. (10) and (11). The

integral function I  x  and the modified Rayleigh number in Eqns. (9)
and (12) are defined as
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The variation of permeability is assumed to decay
exponentially with the boundary layer thickness Chandrashekhara22.
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where the dimensional constant a  x 
 .
 Rax 
The simplified system of non-linear ordinary differential equation
obtained after using the given non-dimensional transformations is
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.
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The system (16) – (18) is coupled with the following transformed
boundary conditions
At   0; f  0,   1,   1,

(19)
.
As   ; f '  0,   0,   0 
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The dimensionless parameters Nr (buoyancy ratio), Nb (Brownian
motion parameter), Nt (thermophoresis parameter) and Le (Lewis
number) occurring in Eqns. (16) – (18) are defined as
 p   f  w 
Nr 
1      f  Twr 

 DB  w
Nb 

m

(20)
.
 DT Twr

Nt 

T m

m

Nb 

 DB

The velocity components in x and y directions are given as

u

 m Rax

f '   ,

x

(21)

1 
 d ln Rax d ln I  x 

 m 
2
v  

 2  f '  
  Rax I  x   
d ln x
 2x 

 d ln x


 d ln r * d ln I  x  d ln Rax 
2


 f    .
d ln x
d ln x 

 d ln x
Solution Procedure

(22)

Eqn. (17) suggests exact solutions when the lumped parameter
M  x  I  x  remains constant in the stream wise direction. To seek
possible similarity solutions, the lumped parameter can be written as
x
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*
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1
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On introducing a new transformed variable
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Eqn. (23) can be written as
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w

1
n

d

0
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w

1
n

.
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The transformed variable for the plane flow corresponds to the
distance measured vertically from a stagnation point while for the
axisymmetric flow it corresponds to the volume segment cut by a
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horizontal plane. From Eqn. (24), similarity solution exist when the
wall temperature varies according to
Tw  x    

(26)

and Twr is defined as the average wall temperature

Twr 

1





 T d .

(27)

w

0

On using Eqns. (23) – (27), the system (16) – (18) reduces to
1
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The integral function in Eqn. (13) can be written as
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The local surface heat flux qw and the local Nusselt number Nux , are
defined as
T
qw   k m
,
(32)
y y 0
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The mass flux N w and the Sherwood number Sh , are defined as
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,
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(34)

y 0
1
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Nw x
Sh 
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(35)
 ,
 w Dm
 I  x 
where km is the thermal conductivity and Dm is the mass diffusivity of
the porous medium.
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3 Results and Discussion
Although the system (28) – (30) coupled with the boundary conditions
(19) is valid for any arbitrary geometry of the embedded axisymmetric
body, three geometries are considered in the present study, namely,
vertical flat plate, horizontal cylinder and a sphere. For these three
geometries, the variable  can be written as



1


gnx
vertical flat plate [VP]



1 

1

(36)
   g n r   sin   n d
horizontal cylinder [HC]  .
0


 1 

 2 n 1
 g n r 3  sin   n d

Sphere[S]
0


 x
where   sin 1   and r is the radius of horizontal cylinder or
r
sphere.
The dimensionless local heat flux is defined by


1
2



 qw Lr   Lr   1     K 0 g x Tw0  
(37)
q 

  ,
 Tw km    m  
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where Tw0 is the wall ambient temperature difference at a trailing
1
n

*

edge or rear stagnation point and Lr is the reference length such as the
radius of the cylinder or sphere. Using Eqns. (24), (32) and (36), Eqn.
(37) can be written as
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The system of transformed nonlinear differential Eqns. (28) – (30) with
the corresponding boundary conditions (20) is solved using shooting
method. The variations of heat transfer rate for different values of
permeability parameter d for pseudoplastic fluid, Newtonian fluid and
dilatant fluid are tabulated in table 1 and table 2 for isothermal body
and non-isothermal body respectively in the presence of internal heat
generation and absence of internal generation. As the permeablity of
the medium increases, the boundary layer thickness decreases. This
results in a higher increase of the heat transfer rate. The values in table
1 and table 2 indicate this phenomenon. In other words, heat transfered
from the body to the fluid increases as the permeability of the medium
increases.

4 Conclusion
Non-dimensional similarity variables are introduced to investigate the
effect of variable permeability on buoyancy induced flow past a nonisothermal axisymmetric body immersed in non-Newtonian porous media
saturated by nanofluid. This is achieved by introducing average temperature
profile. Although the study incorporates constant nanoparticle fraction , the
methodology presented here may be easily extended to incorporate variable
nanoparticle fraction that does not vary according to the same power law
profile as the wall temperature as demonstrated by Gorla and Chamkha 10 for
a non-isothermal vertical flat plate. The study presented here investigates the
effect of
(i)
Power law fluid index n
(ii)
Variable permeability (through the parameter d )
(iii)
Non-uniform body temperature (through the parameter  )
on the temperature, velocity and nanoparticle volume fraction profiles and
heat transfer rates.

The variations of nanoparticle volume fraction rate with
permeability parameter d for pseudoplastic fluid, Newtonian fluid and
dilatant fluid are tabulated in tables (3) and (4) for isothermal and nonisothermal body in the presence of internal heat generation and in
absence of internal heat generation term. From the tables (3) and (4)
we observe that nanoparticle volume fraction rate increases as
increasing of permeability parameter d that is in higher permeable
medium the nanoparticle volume fraction rate is greater. In the
presence of internal heat generation term nanoparticle volume fraction
rate is greater than that of absence of internal heat generation.
The dimensionless parameters for an isothermal body    0 
for permeability parameter d = 0 are plotted in figure (2). For the three
different cases considered here, namely, pseudo plastic, Newtonian and
dilatant fluids, we observe that the velocity profile exhibits different
behaviour. Within a layer whose thickness is comparable with that of
the mass fraction we see that the f '       . But beyond this region
we have
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 f '       for n  0.5


 f '       for n  1.0  .
 f '       for n  2.0 



(41)

Figure (3) illustrates a similar behaviour when the permeability of the
porous medium is not assumed to be constant ( d  1.0 ).
The comparison of temperature profile for permeability
parameter d  0 and d  1.0 is depicted in figure (4). The
dimensionless temperature decreases as increasing of fluid index n for
isothermal body l = 0 at constant permeable medium  d  0 

(

)

(figure 4 (a)). But for d  1.0 dimensionless temperature for n  2.0
is greater than that of n  0.5 near the leading edge but for far away
the leading edge is reversed (figure 4 (b)).
The comparison of velocity profile for permeability parameter
d  0 and d  1.0 are depicted in figure (5). As the permeability of the
fluid increases, the velocity profile peaks near the leading edge. The
gradient is sharp for the pseudoplastic fluid and it decreases as the
power law fluid index n increases.
The variations in heat transfer rates with the permeability
parameter d across a horizontal cylinder and a sphere are presented in
figures (6) –(9). For an isothermal cylinder (or sphere) the fluid heats
the body at d  0 (figures (6) and (8)). Also from figures (6) and (8)
we have that for   0 , near the front stagnation point   0 
 q*  0
for n  1 
 *

(42)
q finite   0  for n  1 ,
 q*  

for n  1 

whereas from the figures (7) and (9) for a non-isothermal cylinder (or
sphere), irrespective of whether the saturating fluid is pseudoplastic,
Newtonian or dilatant, the heat flux at the front stagnation point is
zero. The heat flux in this case attains a maxima at a
point  * , 0   *  2 . This point of maxima shifts towards the rear

stagnation point as the fluid power law parameter n increases.
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Table 1: Variations of  '  0  for isothermal plate    0  with
permeability parameter d for Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 and Le  10
d
n  0.5
n  1.0
n  2.0
0
1.0
2.0
3.0

IHG
0.3317
0.1473
0.0455
0.2354

WIHG
0.1663
0.2667
0.3999
0.5482

IHG
0.2875
0.1926
0.1112
0.0400

WIHG
0.2171
0.2716
0.3232
0.3714

IHG
0.2541
0.2054
0.1680
0.1355

WIHG
0.2521
0.2809
0.3039
0.3234

Table 2: Variations of  '  0  for non-isothermal plate    1.0  with
permeability parameter d for Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 and Le  10
d
n  0.5
n  1.0
n  2.0
0
1.0
2.0

IHG
-0.1324
0.1663
0.4699

WIHG
0.2741
0.4804
0.7236

IHG
0.0019
0.1712
0.3096

WIHG
0.3882
0.5102
0.6162

IHG
0.1235
0.2190
0.2885

WIHG
0.4899
0.5614
0.6145

3.0

0.7680

0.9817

0.4281

0.7107

0.3440

0.6576
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Table 3: Variations of  '  0  for isothermal plate    0  with
permeability parameter d for Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 and Le  10

d

n  0.5

n  1.0

n  2.0

IHG

WIHG

IHG

WIHG

IHG

WIHG

0

1.6689

1.0773

1.8379

1.3897

1.9533

1.5857

1.0

2.4837

1.9403

2.2690

1.8568

2.1772

1.8302

2.0

3.4177

2.9304

2.6370

2.2537

2.3405

2.0088

3.0

4.4054

3.9637

2.9628

2.6022

2.4943

2.1520

Table 4: Variations of  '  0  for non-isothermal plate    1.0  with
permeability parameter d for Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 and Le  10

d

n  0.5

n  1.0

n  2.0

IHG

WIHG

IHG

WIHG

IHG

WIHG

0

1.9269

1.1763

1.9155

1.3055

1.8893

1.3683

1.0

2.7223

2.1315

2.2470

1.7253

2.0364

1.5614

2.0

3.6914

3.2124

2.5485

2.0869

2.1501

1.7061

3.0

4.7419

4.3375

2.8252

2.4071

2.2449

1.8240

Figure 1: Physical Model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Dimensionless similarity variables for isothermal body
(l = 0), d = 0, Le  10, Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 (a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c)
n  2.0 .

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: Dimensionless similarity variables for isothermal
body    0  d  1.0 , Le  10 , Nt  Nb  Nr  0.5 ,
(a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c) n  2.0 .
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Variations of temperature profile with fluid index n (a) d = 0,
 = 0 (b) d = 1,  = 0.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Variations of velocity profile with fluid index (a) d = 0,  =
0 (b) d = 1,  = 0.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6: Variations of heat transfer with permeability parameter d for
isothermal cylinder
   0  (a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c) n  2.0 .

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7: Variations of heat transfer with permeability parameter D for
non-isothermal cylinder    1.0  (a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c) n  2.0 .
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8: Variations of heat transfer with permeability parameter d for
isothermal sphere    0  (a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c) n  2.0 .

(a)
(b)

(c)
Figure 9: Variations of heat transfer with permeability parameter d for
non-isothermal sphere    1.0  (a) n  0.5 (b) n  1.0 (c) n  2.0 .
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